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PREFACE 

 
 

When my father Stanley Richardson died on 11 July 1989 he 
had already completed a substantial part of his memoirs. 
These handwritten notes covered the period of his childhood 
and World War 1 up to 1922 when, at the age of 15, he was 
already an apprentice to a pharmacist in Winchester High 
Street. He was writing his memoirs as he thought that they 
might be interesting to later generations of his family. Having 
typed up his notes I have added other notes and articles that 
he wrote at other times to form the autobiography that he 
planned, although his later recollections are rather sparse. 
 
 
 
 

Barry Richardson 
 

December 1997 
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STANLEY ARTHUR RICHARDSON 

an autobiography 

 

Little Rich 

The 1st Battalion of the Rifle Brigade was stationed in Malta from 1904 until it 

unexpectedly moved to Ireland in 1906. Acting Sergeant Arthur Edward 

Richardson and his wife, Ellen, were more than normally disturbed by the move 

as they were expecting their first child and had hoped that it would be born in a 

balmy climate and comfortable quarters in Malta. In fact, the squealing brat 

arrived a little before midnight on the 9th December, when the snow lay 'deep 

and crisp and even', in the married quarters of the Palace Barracks at 

Hollywood, near Belfast. 

I have no recollection of my arrival or life in Hollywood as the battalion was 

moved to Dublin and my family accommodated in the harsh quarters of 

Portobello Barracks. In fact, my earliest recollection is being sent to the 

Garrison school at the age of three where we were provided with slates and a 

slate pencil and taught to scratch marks described as 'hooks and hangers' but 

which, I am sure, bore no resemblance to anything on earth. Some of the slates 

were engraved with beautiful script letters of the alphabet which we were 

expected to imitate but, I remember, these slates were only presented as a 

mark of promotion and reward for producing 'hooks and hangers' which, the 

teacher thought, could be identified. The outstanding memory of the Garrison 

School was the commotion caused when the horses drawing a transport 

waggon loaded with carrots took fright, as horses were wont to do in those 

days, and crashed the wagon into the brick wall which formed one side of the 

class room. I have no recollection of being frightened but vividly recall picking 

up the spilled carrots and being shown how to make them clean by rubbing 

them on the rough brickwork before eating them with great relish. When I 
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excitedly reported the incident to my mother, she scolded me and said I must 

never eat raw carrots again as 'they would give me worms'. Another exciting 

event from these very early days occurred when I stuck my head through the 

railings which protected the landing window on the stone staircase of the 

married quarters. My ears prevented me from withdrawing through the strong 

iron bars and so I screamed 'blue murder'. My mother and all the other wives 

turned out but none knew what to do.  

I became more and more terrified and screamed so loud that a passing milkman 

rushed in, picked me up and turned me over and I was quickly and easily 

extricated by withdrawing my head nose first. I have since used that simple trick 

to remove childrens' heads from railings on several occasions during my long 

life. 

In 1910 the Duke of Connaught, who was Colonel in Chief of the Rifle Brigade, 

came to represent King George V at the great Coronation Parade in Phoenix 

Park. In honour of the occasion my mother, who was an expert needle woman, 

made me a replica of the Rifle Brigade uniform, even to the astrakhan busby 

and plume. After inspecting the troops drawn up in long lines across Phoenix 

Park, the Duke rode on his horse along the front of the seating enclosures 

where the wives and children had been arranged, strictly according to the rank 

of their soldier husbands. Officers wives and children in the first enclosure, 

warrant officers in the next and privates at the end, followed by most of the 

population of Dublin. As the Duke approached, everyone stood up and I was 

pushed forward where I could see and be seen. As the Duke passed, I sprang 

to attention and saluted, as I had seen the soldiers do when an officer passed. 

To the excitement of everyone, the Duke returned my salute and smiled at the 

miniature rifleman. Everyone clapped and cheered and I ran back to my mother 

wondering if I had done something wrong. My day of excitement was not ended 

for, outside the gates of the park, my mother and a friend hired a jaunting car, a 

horse-drawn vehicle which the passengers sat on rather than in. With two 

people sitting back to back with legs over the wheels, the ride was somewhat 

precarious and, for a small boy, seemed terrifyingly high in the air, but what a 

thrill and one I have never forgotten. 
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I retain several more equally vivid memories of Dublin. I can still see the canal 

at the back of the barracks with the very old wizened women who lived in a 

smoky hut and operated the lock gates, the frogs we barrack kids caught and, I 

regret to say, blew up with the aid of a straw, and of shopping, with my mother, 

in Sackville Street. One particular occasion stands out more than any other. We 

were crossing the tramway lines to reach a small draper's shop on the opposite 

side of the road. A policeman put up his hand and stopped a tram when, 

suddenly, the tram windows were being shattered by stones and bricks hurled 

by a crowd of rough-looking men. The policeman was hit and fell to the ground 

and several of the ruffians started to kick him. My mother picked me up and 

rushed into the draper's shop where the lady counter assistant told us to crouch 

under the counter. She thought an anti-English riot had started and that my 

mother and I might be murdered by the mob. Many years later, I mentioned this 

incident to James Gleeson, the author of Bloody Sunday, and he assured me 

that it was not an anti-English riot we had witnessed but a demonstration by 

some discontented tramway men for some reason I can no longer remember. In 

1910, to the infinite relief of my mother, the battalion was moved to Colchester. I 

can still, in my mind, see the band playing The Girl I Left Behind Me as we drew 

away from the quayside. The passage across the Irish Sea was awful. The ship 

rolled and pitched until practically everyone was seasick. Being crammed with 

troops, some with wives and children, there was no privacy and, because of the 

movement of the ship, everyone was sitting on the deck, the condition of which 

became so vile that my father picked me up and putting me over his shoulder, 

carried me out to the promenade deck to find a lavatory and wash-basin. The 

troops were sitting facing outwards on the deck with their legs stretched out and 

their backs against the ships' bulkhead. My father had to step between their 

legs but, after only a few yards, an enormous wave hit the side of the ship and 

swished along the deck, sweeping my father off his feet towards the scuppers 

and rails. His feet and legs went under the lowest rail and we were about to be 

swept overboard and into the raging sea when a soldier grabbed the shoulder 

straps on my father’s tunic and held on until more men came to the rescue and 

dragged us to safety. On this occasion, I was terrified because the wave had 

washed right over us and the impact and cold took my breath away. My father 
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later admitted that he thought we were lost but all he could think of was 'what he 

would tell Nell', being more worried about losing me than drowning. 

Colchester was a lovely place with our quarters on the edge of the Abbey 

Fields. I was first sent to an infants' school which I remember only as the 

Canterbury Road School. The next three and a half years were extremely 

happy. My father rose in rank to the full rank of Sergeant and we had very 

comfortable quarters with a highly polished kitchen range, my mother's great 

pride and joy. The moulded edges and knobs always gleamed like silver, the 

rest was blacked with 'black lead'. I spent most of my time playing with other 

children of the NCOs, both boys and girls. We used to make tents out of ground 

sheets and pretend we were soldiers. We all knew the bugle calls and all had 

toy rifles; in fact, two of us, a boy named Billy Symons and myself had Diana 

air-rifles, with which we soon became good shots. To our great chagrin they 

were taken from us because we each successfully scored a bull on a man riding 

past the married quarters on his bicycle. He was unsporting enough to report 

the incident to the Provost Sergeant at the Guard Room and we two boys were 

'for it'. Even the Colonel heard about this escapade but, I was told, laughed it off 

remarking that it was 'Damn funny' and nothing further was heard of the incident 

after our lovely nickel-plated “Dianas” were taken from us. 

I had a favourite girl friend of my own age named Connie and we formed a 

group with several boys who lived in the married quarters block adjoining our 

own. The boys all went with me to the Garrison School after a short period at 

the Canterbury Road Infants School. A little girl of  about three insisted on joining 

in our games and 'camps'. She was a plump little thing rather like a cherub and 

whose father, a corporal, had married her Irish mother whilst we were stationed 

in Dublin. Because, no doubt, of  her daughter's incontinent habits, she never 

provided her with knickers or drawers. When the little girl shyly approached the 

rest of the group in the hope of joining in our games she always pulled up her 

frock, the hem of which reached the ground, and held it up under her chin, 

probably a gesture of shyness. This is when we boys discovered that girls are 

differently built to us boys for one lad pointed out that the little girl, whose name 

was Maureen, had two 'bums', a normal one behind and a little one in front! 
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Connie proudly told us that she was built in the same way and that her mum 

had said her front 'bum' was called a pin-cushion and it was very rude to allow 

boys to see it. As she always wore navy blue drawers which reached from her 

armpits to her knees, we never had the chance. We soon lost interest in 

Maureen's bums and persuaded her not to be rude. 

I became something of a regimental mascot in the barracks and was always 

addressed as 'Little Rich', my father being known as 'Rich or Richie'. He was 

very popular because he was a prominent regimental sportsman, playing cricket 

and hockey for the 1st Battalion and being a successful boxer which, in the 

early part of 1914, led to him winning the Lightweight Boxing Championship of 

Southern Command. His boxing brought honour to the Rifle Brigade and 

provided my mother with occasional windfalls of cash for he gave her all his 

winnings. He never had difficulty in obtaining leave to fight a boxing match 

which, in most cases, led to the award of a 'purse of money' rarely exceeding £5 

but very welcome in those days when money went a long way. At the first 

Annual Regimental Dinner following the winning of the Championship in March 

1914, the officers of the 1st Battalion presented him with a gold pocket watch 

and the Boxing Club with an engraved silver cigarette case, both of which he 

prized enormously and which I still have in my possession. In 1913 and 1914 

the British Army was taking an interest in the new 'sport' of flying and I clearly 

remember rushing on to the Abbey Fields to see two biplanes and an airship 

arrive for the purpose of a recruiting drive to obtain volunteer airmen. My father 

was put in charge of the recruiting but, I am sorry to say, obtained no recruits 

from the Colchester garrison. The aeroplanes were known, I believe, as 

Maurice Jarmans and I clearly remember the pilots precariously perched in a 

completely unprotected manner, on a little seat in front of the wings. The 

fuselage was only a scanty lattice structure of wooden rods and thin wires, 

inside which, was set the engine and propeller designed to push the plane 

forward. It was not surprising that recruits to the Royal Flying Corps were hard 

to get. The airship was the 'Silver Tucan' and seemed enormous by the side of 

the aeroplane. To fly inside the gondola suspended beneath the great silver-

coloured dirigible balloon appeared much safer than sitting on a tiny seat with 

only a joy-stick to hang on to. The airmen wore leather helmets, breeches and 
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gaiters and a leather overcoat over their khaki uniforms. How I wish I could 

have photographed them for I have no recollections of photographs being taken 

although we had a keen and very professional photographer Colour-Sergeant 

Cleeves, in the 1st Battalion at that time. He was often seen with his big, plate 

camera on a tall tripod, with a black cloth over his head, taking pictures of the 

regimental band, and the 1st Battalion returning from church parade or just 

family groups and, on one rare occasion, we kids playing in the sandpit on the 

drying-green in front of his quarters. The drying-green was where the wives 

hung out their washing and was covered with posts and clothes lines, a 

common and acceptable sight in those days but one that would be regarded as 

an eyesore today. 

During these early years of my life I have no recollection of ever being taken to 

the seaside or to any other place for a holiday than to my grandmother Duke's 

house in Islington; my mother’s maiden name was Ellen Duke. How my 

grandmother managed to keep herself I have no idea as her husband John 

Duke had deserted her for another woman and I was told rather vaguely that he 

went to America. His name was anathema to everyone in the family and I was 

told never to mention his name or inquire about him. The only comment my 

mother ever made about this mysterious ancestor was to describe him as a 

'bible-punching womaniser', which led me to conclude that he was a 

sanctimonious pillar of the local church who liked female company. I never did 

inquire and am as ignorant of my grandfather Duke today as I was seventy-five 

years ago. However, Granny Duke did not appear to be poor and had some 

lovely things which I admired but was not allowed to touch. One in particular 

was a large glass bowl with the model of a house inside, with trees and garden 

and a man in a greatcoat and fluttering scarf walking up the garden path. The 

whole scene was submerged in water which filled the sealed bowl. When the 

bowl was moved, a swirling snowstorm was created which covered the house, 

garden and man in a layer of tiny white flakes. Oh! How I wanted to own that 

bowl and discover its secrets, but I was given strict instructions never to touch it. 

Granny also possessed a chest of drawers permanently covered with coloured 

wine glasses, some with spirals inside the stem, others with beautiful designs in 
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deep rich red, blue, green, purple and opaque white. I never remember any 

being used and after she died, at the age of 58, they mysteriously disappeared. 

My mother once remarked, rather casually I thought, that they had been stolen. 

Poor Granny, she developed cancer soon after the First World War broke out 

and, towards the end of 1915 was taken into Middlesex Hospital. She had two 

children, my Uncle Jack, who never married, and my mother. Uncle Jack lived 

with Granny in St James's Street, Islington and was employed as a salesman 

for a tobacco company named Redferns. As this company dealt mostly in 

cigars, he spent his time driving a pony and trap from club to club and pub to 

pub delivering his stock. Fortunately he was a strict teetotaller having signed the 

pledge and limited himself to one glass of port at Christmas. He occasionally 

took me with him, an experience I greatly enjoyed except when the pony 

suffered from flatulence which always seemed worse when he broke into a trot. 

My paternal grandmother Granny Rich who was a widow lived in a tall block of 

flats, then called a tenement block, near to Highbury Fields. Her husband died 

before I was born so I never had a grandfather, either maternal or paternal. All I 

ever heard about Grandfather Richardson was that he had worked for a firm of 

manufacturing chemists named Oppenheimer. I have no memory of being told 

in what capacity he was employed but I have the impression that Granny 

Richardson was not poor. I was greatly impressed by the huge cage she had 

built into the bay window of her sitting room in which she kept a number of small 

birds. In fact, it was in her cage that I saw my first budgerigars, described to me 

by my mother as Granny's lovebirds. I can only remember us visiting her twice. I 

did not like London, it did not seem to be made for little boys. Of course, I had 

no play friends and was not allowed out-of-doors as neither grandmother had a 

garden and I might have become lost or worse if I had gone into the street on 

my own. I used to get insufferably bored and passed the time away by reading 

and drawing. My mother had relations living in what I considered to be a large 

house in Packington Street, Islington. The patriarch was great-uncle George, a 

very kind, fat man with a droopy moustache who was a book-binder in a famous 

printing works. He used to give me books which were rejected for sale because 

of some defect in the cutting or binding. From this source I accumulated a 

number of beautiful books, mostly chosen by great-uncle George to suit my 
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age, which I imagine he thought was several years older then I actually was. 

Being a good reader for my age I used to look forward to visiting our relations in 

Packington Street if only to gain another book. The Dukes of Packington Street 

formed a large family. Uncle George was a widower with a married son, two 

unmarried sons, a daughter in law, a grand-daughter, a grandson and an 

adopted son. The married son was my uncle Arthur, the proprietor of a taxi firm 

with four Fiat taxis. He was married to my Auntie Nell who had a daughter 

named Doris Eileen of my own age; she was always addressed by both names 

for some unknown reason. Aunty Nell and Doris Eileen were both wavy haired 

blondes who, I thought were the most beautiful creatures I had ever seen, 

having seen very few in my short and sheltered life. If a boy of seven could be 

in love, I was very much in love with my cousin Doris Eileen Duke but only met 

her on a few occasions. 

About mid-summer 1914 my father was promoted to Company Sergeant Major 

and we were moved to more palatial quarters where he was provided with a 

batman, Private Stribling, known to all including myself as "Whips'. 

Unfortunately, we did not enjoy his services and great humour for long. In June 

1914 to our great surprise Company Sergeant Major A E Richardson was 

ordered to the regimental depot at the Peninsular Barracks in Winchester and 

billets were arranged for us in Hyde Abbey Road. Our landlady, Mrs Louisa 

Hayes, was the first woman I had ever seen with a bristly moustache and 

stubble beard and I was petrified with horror when she insisted on greeting me 

with a kiss. This experience put me off kissing or being kissed for a number of 

years. On reporting to the Depot, my father was informed that his future duties 

would be to assist in the training of the London Militia battalions then encamped 

in tents on Morn Hill about two miles on the east side of Winchester. He knew 

(but Mum and I didn't) that this training was in preparation for the First World 

War and was to be very intense and concentrated. As there were very few 

motor vehicles in use at that time and transport was extremely difficult, my 

father had to stay in camp and we saw little of him during the glorious summer 

of 1914. My mother was very anxious that my education should not suffer as 

the result of our move so she wasted no time in taking me to the nearest 

school. The headmistress accepted me and I attended for three days until she 
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discovered that I was not a Roman Catholic, my mother not having realised that 

she had taken me to St Peter's Roman Catholic School. I was sent home with a 

message suggesting that she should try Danemark School further along the 

road. Again I was accepted and settled down for a few weeks to enjoy the 

unusual pleasure of having a kindly headmaster and gentle, friendly lady 

teachers all of whom were Wesleyans. So different from the strict discipline and 

regimentation of the garrison school which I had just left. The headmaster's 

name was Ellinor and my particular teacher was a Miss Griffin. I still remember 

them with affection. 

On Saturday, August 1st, my mother and I walked all the way to the camp on 

Morn Hill to attend an open air concert to be given by the troops, some of whom 

were professional entertainers, the Militia being the equivalent of our present-

day territorials. A boxing ring was erected on the area used as a drill ground, a 

piano stood across one corner and the performers did their turns on the 

improvised stage. It was a very hot evening with thunder rumbling in the 

distance. Only one performance sticks in my mind and that was given by a 

captain in the Artists' Rifles who accompanied himself at the piano. He sang a 

popular song of the day entitled My Dear Little Girly, Girly. When he came to the 

last word in each line of the libretto, he stood and bellowed the word 'Girly', 

followed by 

'She's up in the morning early', 'Her hair is so nice and curly' etc.. As vast 

quantities of beer had been drunk by everyone, except me, we became 

extremely merry and so there was an enthusiastic cheer every time our minstrel 

stood up. Then it started to rain. It came down in torrents accompanied by vivid 

flashes of lightning and deafening peels of thunder. It seemed as though God 

was trying to convey a message or warning to all those happy young men and 

women who seemed to have no cares in the world. I was grabbed by my father 

and rushed into the Sergeants Mess marquee followed by my mother who was 

greatly concerned about her new hat and the dress she had spent so much time 

and trouble making. The rain was so torrential that fine spray came through the 

canvas making everyone complain until orderlies with brushes brushed down 

the inside of the tent walls and roof. This caused the water to run to the ground 
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in rivulets and stopped the spray and drips. Drinks and food were passed round 

and, for a while, all was well. But the storm went on and on and we wondered 

how we were to get back to Hyde Abbey Road. The tent which served as an 

Orderly Room was close by so my father dashed through the rain to use the 

only available telephone and phoned for a taxi to fetch us. It was the first time I 

had ridden in a motor-car, a Daimler if I remember correctly, and it was, up to 

that time, the thrill of my life. 

 

 

The First World War 

Tuesday the 4th August was sensational for, at 11 am, Britain declared war 

against Germany. As troops were distributed throughout the city buglers raced 

through the streets sounding an assembly call and men in khaki were soon 

running from all directions to the Peninsular Barracks. My father came in for just 

a minute to say the war would be over in a week or two but he had to report to 

the Depot and expected to be sent back to Colchester. That was the last we 

saw of him for five weeks, during which time my mother was quite frantic with 

worry. She walked up the steep hill to the barracks on a number of occasions 

only to be told that my father's whereabouts were unknown. She naturally 

assumed that he had been sent to France and waited with growing anxiety as 

the weeks went by. In the meantime, I was enjoying the war owing to the fact 

that a battery of Field Artillery was billeted in Danemark School. They arrived 

with a great clatter of horses hooves on the macadam of Gordon Road, 

wheeled with very great skill through the narrow entrance and pulled up on the 

playing field with all the guns in an exact line with the barrels all pointing across 

the recreation ground from which the playing field was divided by an iron fence 

and a narrow river. To me and my friends it seemed that no power on earth 

could conquer Britain whilst we had such guns, men and lovely horses. But they 

were there for only a short time and they went away, making room for the 

school to be occupied by infantry reservists, hundreds of whom were pouring 

into the City. Every railway train which arrived at the London and South Western 
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Railway station from London or the West Country and those which arrived at the 

Great Western station from the Midlands were crowded with men all apparently 

anxious to join one or another of the three regiments stationed in Winchester. 

Billeting and commissariat must have presented a great problem to the military 

authorities until the regular troops were sent to France and Belgium, releasing 

some accommodation at the barracks. Fortunately the weather was fine and 

very warm so the suffering was not so bad as it might have been had the war 

started in the middle of the winter. 

About a month after my father's disappearance a letter arrived from him to say 

that he was at Queenborough in the Isle of Sheppey preparing to receive and 

train recruits which were later referred to as Kitchener's Army. They were 

volunteers who had responded to the striking posters of Lord Kitchener pointing 

towards whoever happened to be looking at them and bearing the caption 'Your 

King and Country Need You'. My mother and I were, of course, delighted that 

he had not been sent to France and, within a few days, we were travelling on 

the South Eastern and Chatham Railway, renowned for its slowness and 

unreliability and for its uncomfortable carriages with un-upholstered wooden 

seats. Lodgings had been found for us near Eastchurch in the tiny cottage of an 

ex-railwayman and his rosy-cheeked wife. They made a great fuss of us when 

we arrived and appeared to regard the lodging of a sergeant-major's wife and 

son as a great honour. The railway ran at the end of their garden and quite 

close to the fence was a small signal operated by a lever and constructed many 

years before for the amusement of their son who had long since left home. I 

was allowed to play with this wonderful contraption and excitedly operated the 

lever every time a train appeared. They also allowed me to play with the son's 

old toys and provided me with a bucket and spade to dig in the dirty looking 

sand of the Medway. I was absolutely thrilled and delighted except for one 

thing, the country closet. I had never experienced a country closet before and 

felt nauseated whenever I was forced to use it. I must admit I used it as little as 

possible and found the atmosphere more congenial behind the brussels or 

blackcurrant bushes. 
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Unfortunately, the weather deteriorated during the latter part of September and I 

was, only once, taken to the seaside.   It was on a misty day, the tide was out 

leaving an enormously wide stretch of muddy deposit which was quite unlike the 

pictures of the seaside I had seen in my books. The old folks had lent me their 

son's toy yacht which, of course, I was unable to sail. I tried making a castle but 

the peculiar squelch of the Medway would not leave the bucket when I turned it 

upside down. I was intensely disappointed and never wanted to go to the 

seaside again. As fate would have it, I never had the opportunity for several 

years until after the end of the War. The Isle of Sheppey was not all 

disappointment for I had several unforeseen and exciting experiences. I was, on 

one occasion, taken on to a fishing boat and allowed to hold the wheel. On 

another occasion, whether the same day or not I can no longer remember, I 

was allowed to join a group of boys playing on a deserted hulk alongside the 

quay. Although very shy as I was an only child I seemed to mix with these boys 

and remember having a most exciting time exploring the vessel and pretending 

we were at sea fighting the Germans. 

The troops were, of course, raw recruits except for the N.C.O.s who had been 

drafted from the regular battalions. They were billeted in a great tile works in 

Queenborough, an extremely unpleasant and uncomfortable lodging so soon 

after leaving their own homes. I have no recollection of seeing them drill or go 

through any of the military exercises with which I was so familiar in Dublin and 

Colchester. All I clearly remember is seeing them digging trenches and fixing 

barbed wire to posts right across the grasslands towards Eastchurch. Near 

Eastchurch was an aerodrome which, my father informed me, it was part of the 

duties of the soldiers to defend. I was taken to see the wonderful aeroplanes; 

one in particular was of special interest and was kept locked in a hanger on its 

own. In comparison with the other planes it appeared very small but, my father 

pointed out, suspended beneath the fuselage and between the wheels was a 

long steel tube, pointed at the front end with two small propellers at the rear. 

This, he told me, was a torpedo, the first time I had heard the word but one I 

never forgot for we heard a great deal about them later in the war. I gathered 

this was the navy's secret weapon but I heard nothing more about it from then 

on. My mother and I were taken to the aerodrome mess, teeming with men in 
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naval and army uniforms all talking about the war in very serious tones for, I 

gathered, the British army was not doing at all well in France. The only cheerful 

news we were given was that Graham White was in the air over the aerodrome 

and was expected to make an attempt at the height record. Once again, my 

memory fails me and I can no longer remember if he succeeded. 

I well remember being taken to the tile factory and again, for the last time, being 

addressed as "Little Rich" and introduced as the "Sar’nt Majors" nipper. I soon 

gathered there was very little food in the improvised canteen but, someone said, 

there are stacks of tinned pears. I remarked that they were lucky to have lots of 

gorgeous tinned pears and in no time at all I was sitting at a table eating pears 

with a great tablespoon from an army mess tin. I ate far too many and going 

through Sheerness on our way back to our lodgings, I had an accident! I vividly 

remember the awful sensation and of yelling to my mother and father that 

something terrible had happened and how fearfully cold I became during the 

long dark trek toward Eastchurch wearing no breeches. It was the most 

humiliating experience of my life; but for the black-out, I think I would have died! 

I was utterly ashamed but my parents seemed to take it more calmly than I 

expected. Later, I realised they had more serious matters to worry about for the 

news of the British Army's retreat from Mons and the loss of the 1st Battalion of 

the Rifle Brigade was trickling through. 

Next day my mother and I were put on a train to London. The train was packed 

with troops and the only seat my father could find was a first-class carriage. The 

compartment with the empty seat was otherwise occupied by officers. As the 

train was already moving, I was dumped in and scrambled over the feet of the 

other passengers. My mother was almost dragged in by the two officers nearest 

the door and then our suitcase was, literally, thrown in by my father. It landed on 

the feet of two majors who, to our surprise graciously lifted it on to the rack over 

our heads. My mother was extremely embarrassed, firstly because we were in 

the wrong compartment and she was fearful of being asked for her ticket but 

rather more so by our undignified entry into the presence of officers who, in 

those days and certainly in the Rifle Brigade, were all thought to be blue-

blooded aristocrats, a social status from which we were far removed. However, 
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as the result of my mother's skill with the sewing machine and needle, we were 

both fashionably well dressed and my Mum, being in her early 30's and quite 

nice looking, was soon in friendly conversation with our distinguished fellow 

passengers. Despite my mother's apprehension, no check was made on the 

tickets and we arrived safely in London where one of the younger officers 

assisted us with our very heavy suitcase, the weight of which had been 

appreciably augmented by the addition of two large tins of pears. Our kind 

friend carried our case to a hackney carriage rank where my mother, to keep up 

appearances, hired a hansom cab in which we were conveyed, in state, to my 

grandmother's house in Islington. 

It was then that I realised that my grandmother was unwell. She complained of 

pain in her right side and her right arm was swollen from the tips of her fingers 

to her shoulder. Before Christmas, she was in St Thomas's Hospital where, I 

gather, my mother was informed that her illness was terminal. Within days of 

her being taken to hospital my mother, her brother (my Uncle Jack) and I moved 

to a house in Raleigh Street, Islington, where we occupied the first and attic 

floors. The old couple who occupied the ground floor and basement were Mr 

and Mrs Randall. They had a son who joined the army soon after we moved in. 

To our great surprise, my father came home for Christmas but my parents had 

mixed feelings over this concession for it was 'embarkation leave' and 

immediately after Christmas he was to go to France with a draft of replacements 

for the riflemen of the 2nd Battalion which had been severely mauled at the 

battle of Loos. My father's own 1st Battalion, had been almost wiped out fighting 

the rear-guard action to protect the rest of the British Army in the retreat from 

Mons. Many of my father's close and personal friends were in the long lists of 

casualties published in the newspapers. I remember him reading out names 

from the "Daily Mail" in a choked voice with tears trickling down his cheeks. His 

company officer Captain Knelthorpe, of whom he was very fond, was amongst 

those missing. Later we learned that he was a prisoner-of-war. I think my 

mother must have written a letter of sympathy to his wife for, later, we were 

invited to a tea-party at her house in the West End where many of the 1st 

Battalion wives were gathered and all social distinction was forgotten in the 

sadness of the occasion. 
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Despite the shocking and fearfully disappointing news from France and 

Belgium, our family managed to have, or appeared to have, a Merry 1914 

Christmas. We spent Christmas Day and Boxing Day with the Dukes in 

Packington Street where we had loads of food and, for those who wanted it, 

gallons of drink. Beer arrived in big pottery jars which, having two handles, one 

on each side of the neck, were known as 'Alecs with the big ears'. I remember 

my Uncle Vic playing the piano around which the whole family of Dukes and 

Richardsons sang music hall songs. Uncle Vic was not a pianist but could pick 

out tunes with his right hand and struck appropriate accompanying chords with 

his left. Everyone, except me, seemed to enjoy it but I remember getting so tired 

that I became extremely miserable and finally cried myself to sleep in an 

armchair. I had probably been awake since 5 am when I started to unwrap my 

presents. I was very fortunate in 1914 for I received lots of presents including a 

Pomeranian dog named Vic. None of us realised that food, drinks and presents 

would, within a few months, become very scarce. My Great-Uncle George gave 

me several books, one an up-to-date book on aeroplanes, another about the 

Royal Navy and, the most beautifully illustrated of all, of stories based on 

Scheherazade 'The Arabian Nights'. I was given lots of lead soldiers with guns 

and cavalry and a small Meccano set. These, with very few additions were to 

last me until after the end of the War. 

A day or so after this party my father's embarkation leave came to an end and 

when my mother and I wished him a tearful 'good-bye'. I am sure none of us 

had the faintest suspicion that 18 months would elapse before we saw him 

again. My mother's only income was the Separation Allowance paid to the 

wives of all servicemen below the rank of commissioned officer. I have no idea 

how much she received but, I gathered, it was enough to keep us but allowed 

nothing for luxuries. Her first task after my father had left was to find me a 

school. As there was an L.C.C. boys' school at the end of Raleigh Street, 

although actually situated in Queen's Head Street, I was quickly enrolled and 

found everything very different from the friendly, happy atmosphere of the 

school in Winchester. I soon learned to fight and swear like the other boys. I felt 

I had to behave like them in order to survive. My fears may have been 

groundless but I was rather shy and nervous, having no brothers or sisters to 
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fight with. I have since decided that I must have learned other things besides 

fighting and swearing as I always found myself in a class above my age and I 

succeeded in making several friends who knew the district and introduced me to 

Islington, as far as Highbury Fields in the North and the Angel in the South. I 

also learned of other parts of London for, every Saturday, my mother took me 

by tram to see my grandmother in hospital, the first few months to St Thomas's, 

where I could see the Thames and Houses of Parliament from the window, and 

then to the Middlesex Hospital to which she was transferred. To reach 

Middlesex Hospital, we travelled either by the underground from the Angel or by 

bus which we boarded in Upper Street opposite the Agricultural Hall, and which 

delivered us to the corner of Tottenham Court Road and New Oxford Street and 

we then walked to Berners Street and the hospital. We travelled this route on 

many occasions until I knew every shop and newspaper boy along the way. I 

hated seeing my poor grandmother, of whom I was very fond, lying helplessly in 

bed with her enormously swollen arm on top of the bedclothes. She always 

greeted me with a smile and a sweet but the odour of the hospital seemed to 

taint the sweets and I did not really enjoy eating them. In those days the 

characteristic smell of hospitals was that of iodoform and eusol, odours with 

which I became very familiar in later life. 

In May, 1915, great excitement was caused by the first Zeppelin raid on 

London. It occurred after dark and my mother and I were awakened by the 

bumping of guns; there were no sirens or other forms of warning at that time. 

We arose from our bed (she insisted that I slept with her as I was only 8 years 

old), and made our way down to the Randall's kitchen in the basement. We 

heard nothing to indicate that bombs had been dropped but, next morning at 

school, I was told that a house had been bombed in New North Road, in 

Islington, and the General Post Office at Mount Pleasant had been hit. Rumours 

of many casualties soon spread but, afterwards, I learned that five people were 

killed and several fires started. The rumours and the fact that bombs had 

actually been dropped on London gave rise to great alarm, particularly to my 

mother who was already in a very nervous state through lack of news from my 

father. He, at that time, was having a very busy time. His battalion had suffered 

very severe losses at the battle of Neuve Chappelle and he was engaged in 
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helping to train raw recruits from England to become battle-wise and efficient 

but all efforts were brought to a halt when the 2nd Battalion was ordered to stop 

the German advances at Ypres and was almost annihilated by machine gun fire 

at the Potijze Wood (Hell Fire Corner), where everything, including gas, was 

thrown at them by the Germans. The Rifle Brigade was brought up to support 

the Canadians but they were completely out-gunned, the Germans having far 

more, and much heavier guns and great numbers of machine guns which both 

the Canadian and British Army lacked. All this I learned many years after the 

war had ended for no information on the activities of any particular units was 

released during the war. We read of the great battles but only the casualty lists 

gave us any indication of the terrible suffering and awful losses our armies in 

France and Belgium were experiencing. Many historians have written accounts 

of the First World War and, although they vary in attributing blame and in 

analysing the results they are unanimous in their accounts of the frightful 

conditions in which the great battles of Loos, Aisne, Somme and the Marne 

were fought. 

All the boys at my school were not as fortunate as I for many were visibly 

suffering from malnutrition and wore exceedingly shabby clothes. Very few 

jerseys or trousers were without darns, patches or holes and there were, of 

course, no school meals in those days. All this was due to shortage of money. 

Many of these boys were sons of privates in the army, seamen or airmen who 

relied on an ungenerous Government to provide for the families they had left 

behind in London. As food in the shops became scarce the L.C.C. provided a 

statutory glass of milk at 11 a.m. break time for each child. I hated this milk! It 

was served in the boys' cloakroom which reeked of Sassafras Oil used by the 

teachers on the boys' hair to destroy head-lice and nits. The atmosphere was 

heavy with the sickly odour which tainted the milk and gave it a revolting taste. 

A large proportion of the boys suffered from lice, bugs, fleas and other parasitic 

creatures and passed them on when sitting close to each other or as the result 

of hanging caps on top of each other owing to the inadequate number of clothes 

hooks. It must be remembered that these lads lived in houses or lodgings where 

there were no baths or washing facilities, apart from the kitchen sink. Only the 

large houses of the affluent boasted bathrooms. Many youngsters in those days 
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suffered from tuberculosis in one form or another and malformation of limbs 

caused by rickets was a common sight. A surprising number of people grew up 

with bandy legs, something one rarely sees in these days. A large proportion of 

children gave their faces a superficial wash over the kitchen sink with mother 

wanting to draw water for the breakfast tea or to wash the dishes. This 

invariably led to the formation of a 'tide mark' which left the face clean but the 

lower parts of the neck, especially at the back, very dirty and often black! 

Having no bathing facilities the best regulated families had a fortnightly bath 

while the less disciplined went for weeks without the application of soap and 

water to their bodies. We had no bathroom in our lodgings but my mother 

bought a galvanised iron bath which was kept on the landing, where I used to 

have my weekly bath whilst she, so far as I know, bathed in the bedroom behind 

a locked door. 

One advanced innovation we enjoyed at Queen's Head School was the 

formation of a string orchestra. We had an exceptional music master, a tiny man 

with a large swelling on the top of his head which, inevitably led to the nickname 

'Pimple'. He was an exceptionally good teacher but had little success with me. 

The instruments were provided by the school to those pupils whose parents 

could not afford to buy them. My mother bought me a small violin for ten 

shillings which included the case. I was then sent for private tuition to a very 

elderly gentleman who lived over a small music shop in New North Road. I tried 

hard to learn but found the strings hurt the tips of the fingers on my left hand. I 

was, however, mostly upset by the unstoppable drip from my teacher's nose 

which created a small puddle on my violin every time he demonstrated how I 

should hold it under my chin. He never seemed to notice it until I pointed the 

little puddle out to him. All I succeeded in doing with the violin was to play 

scales which were always accompanied by an anguished song from our dog. 

Life in London in 1915 was, by no means, exceptionally uncomfortable. There 

was no serious shortage of food, so far as my mother and I were concerned. 

We went shopping in the usual way and visited the cinema on the Essex Road-

Packington Street corner where Charlie Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, the Keystone 
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Cops, Pearl White and Bill Hart became as familiar as members of our own 

family. 

The threat of air-raids was almost forgotten until September 1915 when a much, 

more, noisy raid took place in which several Zeppelins participated and many 

more guns were used, quite uselessly, to oppose them. On this occasion, I 

remember, we went into the street and, to our horror, spotted a Zeppelin 

illuminated by searchlights, right over our house. It looked like a tiny silver cigar 

high in the sky with little sparks appearing somewhere between it and the 

ground. These were anti-aircraft shells ineffectually bursting well below the 

airship. The Zeppelin appeared to be stationary and, we felt sure, the Germans 

were looking for Raleigh Street. The noise of the explosions became almost 

shattering and we thought bombs were exploding in the adjoining streets until a 

mobile anti-aircraft gun appeared at the end of our street and shook everyone 

rigid by firing one of its shells up into the star-lit sky. We then realized that the 

exceptionally loud bangs we had been hearing were made by this obsolescent 

piece of weaponry. However, the knowledge that some effort at retaliation was 

being made, uplifted our hearts and made us feel things were not quite as 

hopeless as we had imagined. For months it had been thought by most people 

that the Zeppelins would soon reduce London to rubble but, after this raid, 

relatively little damage was done. 

My school friends and I knew almost as much about the effects of the air raids 

as the High Command for we came out in shoals to collect pieces of shrapnel 

which we used to swap for cigarette cards and marbles. As the most valuable 

prizes were the ragged and shiny pieces from the exploded bombs, we soon 

found out where damage had occurred and raced each other to obtain these 

particular pieces of treasure. Shrapnel from shells was found all over the place, 

in the roads, on the pavements and in the yards and gardens. Some pieces had 

yellow powder on them which stained our hands and which, we were told, was 

very poisonous, although I never heard of anyone suffering ill effects. 

In addition to the direct casualties and damage this raid produced other awful 

and sad consequences. It provided an excuse for the criminals and hooligans to 

attack the German people in London, all of whom came to be regarded as spies 
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or saboteurs. The most frightful rumours and stories were spread to provide fuel 

for a conflagration of riotous behaviour which broke out all over the metropolis 

and beyond. Our local incident concerned a very pleasant and respectable 

German couple who ran a bakery and cake shop in St. Peter Street. My mother 

always dealt at this shop and frequently sent me for a loaf which, by law, had to 

be sold by weight. This usually necessitated the addition of 'make weight', a 

piece from a large loaf kept for the purpose. Our German friends were always 

exceedingly generous with the "make weight" which I invariably ate on the way 

home. Imagine our horror when, a few days after the raid, my mother and I were 

present to witness a gang of ruffians, mostly teenagers, smash the shop 

windows and then to steal everything movable from the interior. One particular 

incident in this despicable act, which sticks in my mind, was the sight of a man 

or youth climbing up some shelves in order to reach the shop's clock on the 

wall. This he unhooked, then jumped down and went racing along the street 

with the clock under his arm. We have no idea what happened to the German 

couple but I think they may have been given refuge in an adjacent shop. 

Unfortunately this incident forced us to go much further afield for our bread until 

my mother discovered a baker who delivered bread to Raleigh Street, 

transported in a box tricycle ridden or, more often, pushed by a teenage youth 

who made himself extremely unpleasant to us young lads of between eight and 

eleven. He had cause to regret this attitude when an enormous explosion (the 

Silvertown Munitions Factory Disaster), caused him to desert his tricycle and 

take shelter. Our gang, apparently less disturbed by the great bang, grabbed his 

derelict tricycle and, whilst two sat on top of the box, the largest and strongest 

of us lads peddled the annexed vehicle down Packington Street to Shepherdess 

Walk and dumped it on a piece of waste land by the side of the Regent Canal. 

We then walked back in a state of high elation. How the baker's boy ever came 

to recover it we never found out but his customers had to walk to Essex Road to 

buy their bread during the next week. 

We eventually had a printed card from France giving practically no information 

but, as it bore my father's signature, it let us know that he was still alive. My 

mother, who had been very jumpy and short tempered up to this time, seemed 

to calm down and behaved more rationally during the air-raids which now 
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occurred at more frequent intervals. In fact, we and most of the population of 

London seemed to develop an almost contemptuous attitude towards the 

Zeppelins. Christmas 1915 was spent in the living room cum kitchen of our flat 

in Raleigh Street. The Dukes in Packington Street were reduced in numbers. 

My uncles, with the exception of great-uncle George had all joined up. Uncle 

Arthur was already in France and the others were in training units. Uncle Jack, 

my mother's brother was still with us, occupying the attic rooms over our first 

floor rooms. During his travels he was able to buy me a scooter. Being a war-

time toy, it was crudely made with wooden wheels. I thought it marvellous for 

the wooden wheels made a great noise as they clicked over the joints in the 

paving stones and I imagined I was riding a motor-cycle which, at that time, 

were occasionally seen in the London streets. Amongst my other Christmas 

presents I found some more lead soldiers and a beautiful model of an 18-

pounder field gun which I treasured for many years. Food was somewhat 

scarcer than in 1914 but I think we did very well. To drink to my father’s safety 

and good health my mother had obtained a small bottle of Wincarnis Tonic 

Wine and I was permitted an egg-cup full. I liked it and pestered my mother to 

get some more but, she told me, it was a free sample from the grocers and he 

was unable to obtain any more. The cost of a whole bottle was far too much for 

my mother to spend on unnecessary luxuries such as tonic wine. 

I was now nine years old and tended to consider myself quite grown up and, I 

think, had become something of a comfort to my mother. Knowing the district so 

well and with the information provided by my urchin friends, I was able to go 

shopping to the best advantage. This was extremely useful as we progressed 

into 1916 when food began to disappear from the shops and rationing was left 

to the shop-keepers. I soon found out where offal was being sold and such 

luxuries as pigs trotters and sheep’s heads, often cooked on the premises and 

sold hot, wrapped in newspaper. I have no recollection of any inflation in prices. 

My mother certainly never complained and the amount she received each 

Monday in Separation Allowance from the Post Office was, I am sure, quite 

small. I fancy she would have complained bitterly if the price of foodstuffs had 

gone up. 
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The autumn and winter of those days brought to London extremely dense fogs. 

At their worst, they were pitch black and, literally, prevented one from seeing 

one's hand in front of one's face. Mostly, they were yellow or orange but in 

whatever manifestation they appeared they deposited black soot and other 

obnoxious pollution on everything, outside and inside the house. To blow one's 

nose into a handkerchief was quite sensational and calamitous, for the stains 

were extremely difficult to remove. Sometimes in cold weather, the fog would 

remain a little over roof height and, being rendered more and more dense by all 

the smoke from countless thousands of coal fires, it was as difficult to get about 

by day as it was by night. We were, of course, experiencing compulsory 'black-

out' and all the street lamps, most of which were illuminated by gas, were 

'blacked out' by a layer of black paint over the glass of the lanterns. Electric 

flash lamps were in great demand but the batteries were very scarce and I 

remember my mother and I finding our way to Essex Road with the help of a 

piece of candle in a jam jar and guided by the railings which protected the 

basement areas of all the houses as far as the shops. As the shops kept their 

lights burning and their windows and doors uncovered, we were able to see our 

way in the shopping street, but once in the side streets it became as dark as the 

inside of a tunnel. The fogs gave us relief from Zeppelin raids for I never 

remember a raid during a fog and everyone seemed to relax when the sky 

began to turn yellow, the air became still and the smoke rose from the chimneys 

in a straight column until it reached the yellow layer which became darker and 

lower as the gases and soot mingled with the condensation. On bright nights, 

particularly when the moon was shining, we braced ourselves for the air raids. 

In most cases they occurred in the early evening and were over by midnight, so 

we were able to get some sleep. In 1916 a warning system was introduced by 

means of maroon shells, which burst with a loud bang to let us know when the 

'Zepps' had been spotted, and were fired again when it was assumed that they 

had gone home. In our street, a policeman used to walk along, blowing a 

prolonged blast on his whistle when the 'all clear' was notified. It was then we all 

emerged from our basements to hear the bells of fire-engines racing to quell the 

fires created by the bombs. I think it was in 1916 I saw my first motor fire-engine 

dashing down Packington Street towards the City. Previously, all the fire-

engines I had seen were pulled by magnificent horses. It was a grand sight to 
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see the horses, dappled grey in our district, galloping at full stretch and the 

firemen, with their brass helmets like burnished gold, riding on the side and rear 

platforms of the engine with the smoke streaming from the brightly polished 

funnel. In daylight the fire-engines were often followed by intrepid boys on roller-

skates who would cling to any projection and fly along at the speed of the 

galloping horses, some boys hanging on to the coat-tails of those who had 

secured a grip on the engine. The introduction of motor fire-engines stopped 

this lark for, despite their solid tyres and crude design, they travelled too fast for 

the boys to catch and cling to. 

1916 was a grim year, particularly for our family which became appreciably 

depleted before the year was out. The first casualty was my Uncle Arthur, a 

delicate and gentle man with a very pale face, a long thin nose and a taste for 

smart clothes. He died of tuberculosis 'contracted on active service'. I doubt if 

his service was ever very active because we later learned that he had never 

been to the trenches but had become ill with influenza in a tented camp near 

the Belgian coast where conditions, to quote a letter from a friend, 'were simply 

unbearable'. Both Uncle Vic and young Uncle George were reported missing 

and I never definitely heard what had happened to them as we lost touch with 

our relations after the end of the War. I believe they were both wounded and 

taken prisoner.  

In the early part of 1916 my mother took me to visit my father's sister Elizabeth 

who lived in Boyson Road, Camberwell. She had married a man named 

Egerton but he had already died before I was introduced to this branch of the 

family. My Auntie Liz as she was always called had a son named Sidney and 

two daughters Florence and Elizabeth. Cousin Sid had joined up in 1914 in the 

Royal West Kent Regiment. I understood he had been sent to Salonika from 

which the British public seemed to receive little news. Auntie Liz was, like her 

mother Gran Rich, a rather large lady with a strong almost masculine face. She 

was very kind but, like most of our relations, seemed rather 'hard-up'. I enjoyed 

the company of my two cousins, both of whom could play popular music on 

Aunt Liz's piano, and I looked forward to visiting Camberwell with keen 

anticipation. Owing to the threat of air raids, my mother and I could only stay for 
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a few hours and always aimed to return home before dark.  As it was a rather 

long, slow journey by tram from Camberwell to Islington we were forced to 

return far earlier than any of us wanted for we seemed to enjoy each other’s 

company. 

We seemed to travel around London fairly easily and without restriction but 

more women in uniform were noticeable on the trams, buses and underground 

railway with women as ticket collectors, conductors and even drivers. We read a 

great deal in the papers of the German U Boats and the sinking of our merchant 

ships. The most sensational news of this nature was the sinking of the great 

passenger liner 'Lusitania' off the coast of Iceland when many women and 

children were drowned, including a number of American citizens. This was an 

outrage which brought home to the people of the United States something of 

the horrors suffered by millions of people in many other parts of the world, and 

was later used to persuade the Americans to join the Allies against the 

Germans. The enormous loss of British shipping and the inadequate food 

production in Britain led to a severe shortage of food and other essentials and, 

although a form of rationing was introduced it still left 'a few getting a lot and a 

lot getting very little'. Coal also became difficult to obtain as house-to-house 

deliveries ceased and we had to walk to the nearest coal-merchants and queue 

to buy 7 lbs at a time which was carried home in a shopping basket. My scooter 

was brought into use for this purpose and I managed with a bag on each side of 

the handle bar. 

My grandmother lingered on into 1916 and, not long before she died, my mother 

and I were walking along Oxford Street when the loud shouts of the newspaper 

boys attracted our attention. Usually, it was impossible to recognise what they 

were yelling but, on this occasion, the message was loud and clear - 'Kitchener 

is dead'. We could not believe it for he was the great general who won the battle 

of Omdurman in Queen Victoria's time and who, everyone thought, would 

devise a clever plan to beat the Germans. My mother actually bought the 

'Evening News' to 'read all about it!' He was, as all historians know, drowned 

with the sinking of H.M.S. 'Hampshire' which sailed into a minefield when 

conveying this prominent and much admired war leader to Russia to confer with 
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our allies, the Russian generals of the Czar. Everyone had long faces and some 

of the more sensitive were wiping their eyes and blowing their noses as we 

approached Berners Street. It seemed as though we were on the way to losing 

the war. My grandmother Duke died a few days after the loss of Kitchener and 

we attended her funeral in a carriage behind the hearse drawn by two, plumed 

black horses, the coffin hidden by wreaths, mostly of lilies, the scent of which, 

even today, still reminds me of funerals.  

Our most pleasurable event in 1916 was the arrival of my father who was given 

seven days leave, his first since Christmas 1914. Oddly enough, we had no air-

raids during the time he was with us and he insisted on taking us to a music-hall 

show at the Islington Empire which featured George Robey, Little Titch and 

other well-known characters. Being my first music-hall, I still remember some of 

the acts, or turns as they were called, particularly that of George Robey. 

Another night we went to the Coliseum where we listened to Vesta Tilley and 

Marie Lloyd amongst others. We really had a grand time. Then came the 

farewell at Waterloo station. My father left us, all in tears, he loaded with cigars 

brought by my great-uncle George and with an electric torch for use in the 

trenches. I remember the torch because I coveted it and felt very guilty as a 

result. 

The news we were able to read in the newspapers was always made to appear 

as cheerful and optimistic as the editors could devise but, even so, everyone 

realized that the war was not going our way. The Germans had sent warships to 

bombard the East Coast in April 1916 and all their ships had returned safely 

which, of course, had a dismal effect on morale. We had always been led to 

believe that nothing could get past the British Navy but here was proof that 

Britannia did not entirely 'rule the waves'. Then in June came the tremendous 

Battle of Jutland when some of our greatest dreadnoughts and a number of 

other warships were sunk. Although Jutland was hailed as a great British 

victory, the severe losses of ships, including the 'Indefatigable', her sister ship 

the 'Invincible' and the 'Queen Mary' with 6,784 men gave rise to the feeling that 

all was not well. The British Commander in Chief, Admiral Lord Jellicoe, 

received bad publicity from the Press, but Admiral Sir David Beatty was hailed 
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as a great hero and pictures of his defiant-looking face with his naval cap 

sloping jauntily over his left ear appeared in every kind of publication, even in 

the children' comics. My mother permitted me to read the 'Rainbow' and 'Comic 

Life' only. She regarded these as respectable but some of the others, she 

thought might warp my mind and 'put me up to some mischief. However, my 

Uncle Jack often came home with a bundle of comics which I was permitted to 

read. Not for long for, to our horror, he came home with his head swathed in 

bandages. He had been partially scalped by his horse who, no doubt, was on 

short rations and mistook his hair for a bunch of hay. The horse must have had 

a nasty shock because he used to anoint his hair with thick, smelly brilliantine, a 

habit very popular amongst the younger men of those days. Actually, it was no 

joke for he became quite ill for several weeks. No sooner did he recover than he 

received his 'calling up' papers and was sent to Devonport as a private in the 

Devonshire Regiment. Although he knew a great deal about horses he was 

directed to an infantry regiment far removed from his home - an arrangement 

which seemed to prevail throughout the British services. 

My uncle Arthur who was a trained and expert driver, of which there were few in 

those days, was not sent to the Army Service Corps but to a London infantry 

regiment, in which he served until his unmilitary death. In the First World War it 

seemed 'infradig' to utilize the experience and training of civilians for anything 

like similar jobs in the services. In fact, most of my friends who served in the 

First World War have since told me that they were sent to units many miles 

away from where they lived and were given tasks in no way related to those for 

which they were trained. Four qualified pharmacists were sent to infantry 

regiments but the medical dispensing in the hospital to which my father was 

sent was carried out by a commercial traveller for a firm of wholesale 

ironmongers. Judging from the way the war was being run in 1916 it seems that 

this peculiar use of talents and qualifications applied from the highest to the 

lowest, not only in the services but in the politics as well. Millions were killed on 

the Western front and the lists of casualties which appeared every day were 

appalling. The Zeppelin raids were stepped up and the airships now came over 

in large groups and, apparently, as they pleased. It seemed that they were 

invulnerable to anti-aircraft guns and there was no fighter opposition. Then on 
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September 2nd came one of the most spectacular events of the war, so far as 

London was concerned. We had experienced a very noisy raid and our friendly 

policeman was blowing a long blast on his whistle when the sky to the North of 

Islington was lit up by an enormous white flame which at first, caused terrible 

consternation as everyone who could see it wondered if it was a new German 

weapon. After a few seconds, the shape of a Zeppelin appeared in the flames, 

as the outer envelope burned off, the framework of the giant airship began to 

show up; then it dived vertically downwards in slow motion to disappear behind 

the silhouetted roofs and chimneys of north London. 

The light produced by the flames illuminated most of London and was of the 

same white intensity as the magnesium ribbon that the photographers of that 

period used to burn for the purpose of taking photographs in poor lighting 

conditions. This was later explained by reports that the aluminium of the 

skeletal structure had ignited in the intense heat of two million cubic feet of 

burning hydrogen, no doubt helped by the Germans use of magnesium as an 

alloy. The fate of the German soldiers who manned this great airship is 

unimaginable. I am afraid the population of London had little sympathy for the 

airmen for everyone seemed to go mad with excited relief. People danced and 

sang in the streets and lights were switched on everywhere. It seemed such a 

great victory after all we had endured from Count Zeppelin's pestilential raiders. 

I later read, when statistics were published, that there were 208 raids in the 

course of which 5907 bombs were dropped and 522 people killed. 

I witnessed the whole incident almost from the first spark in the sky for 

immediately after the 'all Clear' I had crossed to the south side of Raleigh Street 

to join a group of neighbours who were discussing the raid. From this side we 

had a clear view of the sky to the north and suddenly spotted a particularly 

bright star which rapidly grew bigger and appeared to be approaching at a 

phenomenal speed. For a few seconds we all stood aghast, petrified with fear 

until the star took the shape of a burning airship and we realized the truth. In the 

excitement that followed, one of our group actually climbed up a lamp post and 

scraped the black paint from the glass, a heinous crime at that time, but greeted 

with cheers by all who witnessed the crime and who joined hands and danced 
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like children round the savaged lamp. Next day, our street lamp and many 

others throughout London received a fresh coat of black paint and the status 

quo was restored. The newspapers made the most of this action and published 

photographs of the wrecked remains which came to earth near Cuffley in 

Middlesex. The great hero of the day was Lieutenant W. Leefe-Robinson of the 

Royal Flying Corps who was responsible for bringing down this first Zeppelin to 

fall on British soil. This victory did not, however, stop the raids on London. On 

the contrary, they became intensified, and when a second Zeppelin was brought 

down, only a few weeks after the first, there was much more restrained 

excitement. On this occasion my mother and I were visiting Auntie Liz in 

Camberwell and as we were about to leave for Islington we heard sounds of 

gunfire in the distance and decided to wait until the raid was over. When in 

Camberwell we felt safer than in Islington for that part of London seemed not to 

attract the Zeppelins and I have no recollection of hearing of raids or seeing any 

damage. We waited on the top landing of a high flight of steps which bridged 

the basement and led to the front door of Auntie's house. Again I spotted the 

characteristic white star and burst of flame leading this time to the breaking of 

the Zeppelin in the middle, which caused it to fall in two long streaks of fire. I 

remember that to celebrate this I was taken to an A.B.C restaurant for a high 

tea, a tremendous luxury. 

Christmas 1916 was grim. The weather was extremely cold but my mother 

persuaded the butcher to let her have a whole rabbit, a great achievement as 

they were usually sold in halves. This she trussed, stuffed and baked in the 

oven and we both agreed that it was equal to any chicken. She also managed 

to obtain from somewhere a wooden barrelled machine gun which fired wooden 

bullets quite effectively. It was a most ingenious piece of work, the firing 

mechanism consisting of a strong coil spring which revolved and became 

compressed at each turn of a handle. At a certain point the end of the spring 

was released and flicked a little wooden shell for about 15 feet. It was so 

efficient I managed to knock the heads off most of my lead soldiers and was 

forced to replace them by sticking match sticks into the broken neck and then 

pushing the head down onto the protruding end. Lead soldiers being hollow 

made them very amenable to rough surgical treatment. I played indoors by 
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myself a great deal for the weather was very severe and freezing. About this 

time I was introduced to the 'Gem' and 'Magnet' magazines, the nearest 

approach I ever made to a boarding school. My great heroes became Harry 

Wharton, Jimmy Selves, Tom Merry, Bob Cherry, Hari Ram Singh and all the 

fascinating characters in the wonderful, clean and sporting stories told in these 

little books. I used to sit with my eyes glued to the pages until with a sigh of 

regret I reached the end of the current story. Much of the reading was done by 

the light of a fire, to save the use of gas and delay in putting another penny in 

the gas meter for as long as possible. I found my eyesight was deteriorating and 

my mother took me to the Moorlands Eye Hospital where they put something in 

my eyes and then bandaged me up until I was unable to see anything. My 

mother had to lead me by the hand wherever I wanted to go. I seemed to 

experience a great deal of sympathy and remember the voice of a lady saying 

in an admonishing voice to another person 'Mind where you are going. Can't 

you see the poor boy is blind!' This almost reduced me to tears and I began to 

wonder if I really was blind. I can't remember how long I was in this state of 

darkness but I think it was only for a few days. I went back to Moorlands for the 

removal of the bandages and they fitted me with spectacles which led to my 

being called "Four eyes" at school and improved my fighting ability. I had to 

admit that I was able to see a great deal better when wearing glasses than 

when I left them off, which I did at every opportunity for they gave me an 

inferiority complex. 

After the loss of the second Zeppelin in November 1916 the air-raids became 

few and far between and we assumed that danger from this quarter had 

diminished. Instead of the sight and throb of Zeppelins, Londoners were treated 

to the silent spectacle of spherical balloons floating across the sky. Under each 

of the balloons was a square basket in which we could just discern the figures 

of two men who, we were told, were airmen and observers who were being 

trained for the Royal Flying Corps. They rarely flew very high and so we had no 

difficulty in seeing them, particularly as they only came over in fine weather with 

few clouds or when the clouds were high. The numbers of these balloons that 

came over increased as the year advanced and sometimes as many as 20 

could be seen at one time like a string of silver beads across the sky. On one 
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occasion our old friend the airship 'Silver Queen' and another called the 'Silver 

King' buzzed over our house, travelling in a north-west direction. We became 

very used to this friendly activity in the sky and reached the stage where we 

hardly deigned to look up when balloons, airships or planes passed over. 

One day in the early summer a different sound was heard. It happened on a 

Saturday when I was sitting on the stairs under the landing window which faced 

north, when I began to hear an unusual rumbling noise. Looking upwards 

through the window and, wearing my new glasses, I could see a long airship 

accompanied by a number of tiny looking aeroplanes. No warning had been 

given but suddenly all Hell was let loose. Bombs began to fall and hitherto 

unseen guns began to fire from all round the neighbourhood. The bomb crashes 

made the house jump and my mother and I raced down into the Randall's 

basement to sit and shiver with fear. This, the first daylight raid, was quite 

different to the previous night time raids by the Zeppelins. They made a 

throbbing noise produced by their four motors at a great height but this time we 

could clearly hear the roar of many aeroplane engines flying much lower. They 

produced a more menacing sound and they seemed to be dropping heavier 

bombs. Our poor dog was even more terrified than we were and tried to hide 

under the hot kitchen cooking range until I dragged him out and cuddled him. 

Even then, he shivered so violently that I had difficulty in hanging on to him. Mr 

Randall tried to appear brave but Mrs Randall sat in a chair with her face in her 

hands rocking herself backwards and forwards, letting out a moan each time a 

loud band was heard. When the noise died down and we judged the raid was 

over, we went up to the street door fully expecting to see the whole 

neighbourhood in ruins but when we looked out we were astonished to seen no 

damage. A great deal of damage had been caused near the City and a large 

number of people were killed. We heard from my informative friends, who were 

always first with the news, that Liverpool Street Station was practically 

destroyed and many bodies were taken from the ruins. 

Within a few days another daylight raid occurred when I was at school. We had 

a lady teacher who had been conscripted. She was taking a composition class 

and I was sitting at a desk under the huge window overlooking the playground 
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when the heavy rumbling of a mass of aircraft gradually impinged on our minds. 

In those days the sound of aeroplane engines could be heard for several 

minutes before the planes appeared for they travelled relatively slowly, in the 

region of 90 miles an hour. As the sound grew in volume the boys began to get 

restive but our teacher sat calmly at her desk intent on what she was writing. As 

the Gothas and Taubes appeared in the highest part of our window the boys 

began to make remarks like “Gaw, Blimey, look at em, farsands and farsands”. 

Suddenly, there was a tremendous thump which made everything jump several 

inches and caused the boys to spring to their feet in great apprehension. The 

teacher, without standing, sharply said 'Sit down boys, and get on with your 

work, there is nothing you can do!' We all obediently sat but I am sure did little 

more to our compositions. When morning break came, we scrambled out into 

the playground to see what had happened and there we found a real tire engine 

with hoses snaking across the ground and firemen squirting water into a circular 

hole in the asphalt about a foot in diameter, very close to our classroom wall 

and only about 6 feet from where I had been sitting. I asked a fireman "What is 

it?" and he replied that it was an unexploded bomb which, by drenching with 

water, they could prevent from exploding. In the afternoon, some soldiers 

arrived with a tall, wooden tripod to which ropes and pulleys were attached for 

the purpose of extracting the bomb from beneath the playground. I never 

actually saw the bomb brought up because a spoil-sport officer insisted that all 

the children should be sent home. I heard the next day that the bomb was not 

removed until late that night as the hole had to be greatly enlarged. However, 

the following morning we found it had been neatly filled in and we resumed our 

games as though nothing had happened. 

Daylight raids became quite common during the early summer months of 1917 

and, when I was at school my mother and I would run to St Peter's Church in St 

Peter's Street and, with many other people, shelter in the crypt. In this dismal 

place were a number of sculptured figures with ugly, stained faces as well as 

broken columns and damaged angels which I assume must have been removed 

from the old graveyard. As the lighting consisted only of flickering candles these 

objects became more fearful to me than the Germans. One morning in June we 

experienced a heavier raid than usual and a row of houses only two streets 
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away from us was almost entirely demolished, resulting in a number of 

casualties. I actually saw several dead persons loaded into a butchers van and 

driven off to the mortuary while I was searching for shrapnel. I can only assume 

that the official ambulances were fully employed elsewhere and the police 

commandeered the horse-drawn butchers van in order to get the dead people 

out of the way as quickly as possible. 

This particular day ended on a happy note for that evening my father arrived on 

his second leave from France. After the rapturous greetings and lots of 

questions about how he and we had so far survived the awful consequences of 

War, he explained to my mother that he had accepted a commission and that 

she would soon become an officer's wife. This was a prospect she did not 

welcome with any enthusiasm for her knowledge of officer's wives had been 

gained in the pre-war army and she knew she would experience little happiness 

as the wife of a 'ranker' officer when the war ended and if normal relationships 

were renewed. Later, when she discovered her Separation Allowance was 

stopped and that she had to depend on an allowance from my father paid into 

Coutts Bank, she became despondently opposed to the "promotion". With the 

Separation Allowance a Company Sergeant Major had a higher income than a 

subaltern and we all knew that officers stood a much greater chance of being 

killed than Warrant Officers. So when my father returned to his battalion he 

asked for and was granted a reversion of rank but was later promoted to 

Regimental Sergeant Major. He had been twice mentioned in despatches and 

had been awarded the Military Cross, although at the time of this leave he had 

not received it. He was, however, allowed to wear the ribbon and received the 

extra pay which went with it. 

In addition to all his news, he brought with him a kit-bag full of presents and 

mementoes. A German infantryman's helmet, not black with a spike on the top 

as worn by most German regiments, but grey with a knob and coloured discs on 

each temple where the chin strap was fastened. He explained to me that it was 

the helmet of a corporal in a Bavarian regiment and that the discs signified his 

rank. He brought also the German NCO's trench sword intended for hand-to-

hand fighting in the trenches but provided with the means for fixing on to the 
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rifle in the manner of a bayonet. He brought my mother two Sevres plates 

which, for years afterwards were hung on the walls of the various houses my 

parents occupied before they died. Another gift was a whistle made from a 

German bullet by the armourer sergeant who gave it to my father to hand on to 

"Little Rich"! Although we were delighted to have my father home, we all 

realized that the pleasure would soon turn to grief at the end of his short leave. I 

also had a personal regret for during this period both my father and my mother 

seemed to drink a lot. Wherever we went at any time of the day my father would 

say 'Come on Nell, let's have a drink'. If we were not with relations it meant that 

they would adjourn to the nearest bar and I would be left outside with a glass of 

lemonade or peppermint. The time spent drinking probably passed very quickly 

to them but to me it seemed like eternity. I used to get horribly bored and cold 

and on some occasions was found asleep sitting on a pub step or crouching 

with my back to a passage wall. I am afraid that these were times when I came 

close to hating my parents but the experience put me off drinking for the rest of 

my life and as a result I have always been fairly abstemious. It was quite a 

common sight in those days to see children waiting outside public houses and I 

was rarely alone but we were all pretty miserable and rarely spoke to each 

other, although I remember sharing my peppermint with another little boy who 

appeared even more desolate than myself. I am sure our parents had no idea 

that they were inflicting wounds on children's minds which would leave scars for 

the rest of their lives. 

Since those days, I have read a great deal and thought a great deal about the 

conditions and experiences suffered by my father in France during those awful 

years of the War. I am now certain that the sudden urges to drink which came 

over him without warning were brought about by thoughts of what he had been 

through and the horrors to which he was about to return. I was extremely fond 

and proud of my father. I always thought of him as the finest and bravest man 

on earth. When the time came for him to leave I joined my mother in weeping. 

On this occasion he said he did not wish us to come to the station to see him off 

so we parted from him on the doorstep and he marched off at 140 paces to the 

minute in the manner of a true rifleman. Once again we had no air raids during 

the period of his leave but, very soon after, the Gothas again appeared in large 
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numbers and were greeted with the noisiest gun-fire we ever heard. On this 

occasion we were informed by the "Daily Mail" that a number were brought 

down by our new fighter planes and improved guns. My mother always bought 

the "Daily Mail" at my insistence because of the daily adventures of the cartoon 

mouse "Teddy Tail". Any kind of fantasy reading was a relief from the reality of 

life at that sad period in history. 

I used to play with a small group of friends in the adjoining street which formed 

a junction with Raleigh Street, very close to my home and not far from St 

Peter's Church. If a maroon exploded in the sky as we heard distant gunfire I 

was able to reach home or shelter in a matter of a minute or so. I regarded 

these boys as very rough and, in fact, I was somewhat afraid of them. They 

were up to all kinds of tricks and tom-foolery, often at my expense. On one 

occasion I went round the corner to meet them and was asked if I would like to 

take part in a game of "Golden Balls". I had no idea what this meant but, not 

wanting to appear ignorant, I agreed to play. They then explained that I was to 

stand facing the blank end wall of a house and to close my eyes. When they 

called 'Ready' I was to turn and say 'Where is Golden Balls?' and the game 

would then commence. I duly stood as instructed and turned at the cry of 

'Ready!' saying 'Where is Golden Balls?' and the three boys pelted me with 

lumps of horse manure of which there was plenty in the streets. A ginger lad 

bigger than the rest of us was the leader and shouted with glee at my obvious 

revulsion. The other two, to console me, helped me to clean some of the mess 

from my clothes and told me that "Ginger" had played the same trick on them 

and other children in the neighbourhood. Stifling my anger I suggested that I 

fetched my cricket bat and ball and that we played a game using the stumps 

chalked on the blank wall. This was agreed and I went round the corner to my 

home to fetch the piece of wood from the table of a Singer Sewing Machine 

which Mr Randall had kindly shaped into a bat. I had the bat in my right hand 

and said 'I can't find a ball so we will use your head' and gave him a mighty 

thwack with the fiat of the bat on the side of his head. I really had no thought or 

intention of damaging his left ear but the blow caused it to bleed. At the sight of 

the blood he screamed 'blue murder' and raced off home with streams of tears 

spouting from his eyes. It was the turn of his two friends and I to scream with 
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mirth but we all three quickly fled to our respective homes when Ginger returned 

and yelled that he would fetch his Big Brother and then gave us some idea of 

what we might expect from this filial giant. Next day however, we met as usual 

and no reference was made to the game of cricket but Ginger had a nasty 

bruise on the left side of his head and the top of his left ear looked as though 

someone had hit it with a cricket bat. 

Ginger played no more games on me or my other little friends and never 

seemed to bear any of us a grudge. In fact, soon after this, we all joined the 

Wolf Cubs; the pack met in a large room behind an undertaker’s workshop. 

Because of the raids, the undertakers were rather busier than usual and were 

working overtime at making coffins. As we boys had to pass through the 

workshop to reach our den, we soon became authorities on coffin making and, 

when no-one was looking, could 'nick' a few bits of off-cut to take home for the 

fire. Little lumps of elm and oak supplemented our meagre ration of coal and 

burned fairly slowly. 

One of my most frightening experiences occurred when I was taken, with the 

rest of my class, to a compulsory swimming lesson at the public swimming 

baths. I had never before seen a swimming pool and to me it appeared 

enormous; the sight of it frightened me. We were each handed a piece of blue 

cloth with strings attached to each corner and told to sling it between our legs 

and tie it round our waists. Being small, I found my waist was nearer my chest 

than my stomach and having tied it, as well as I could, it slipped down and for 

the purpose of hiding what it was intended to hide it was utterly useless. I asked 

for a smaller one but was told they were all the same size. My piece of blue 

cloth dangled between my knees instead of fitting neatly round the crutch like 

those of the bigger boys. While all the other boys splashed about with obvious 

enjoyment I sat dismally on the side of the pool, afraid to stand up in case my 

blue slip fell off and even more afraid to go in. I have no idea how long I sat in 

this dejected state but, suddenly, two large teenagers grabbed me from behind; 

each grabbed a wrist and an ankle, I was swung several times towards the pool 

and then released to arrive with a splash in the middle of the deep end. 

Needless to say I panicked, swallowed a gallon of chlorinated swimming pool 
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water and went under. What happened after that I have no idea as I recovered 

consciousness lying by the side of the pool looking up at a lot of scared faces 

and a master who, I was told, had given me artificial respiration and brought me 

back to life. Although I did not recover my senses for some little time, I quickly 

realised that my blue slip was missing and made great efforts to hide with my 

hands what the blue cloth was intended to hide. I never found out how I was 

rescued, nor did I learn to swim for many years after this terrifying experience. 

During the next air-raid we lost our Pomeranian dog Vic. It was by no means 

one of the noisiest raids and my mother and I went to the street door to see 

what was going on. A particularly loud bang from an anti-aircraft gun scared the 

wits out of our dog and, in a state of terror, he dashed between us and into the 

street, and in a few seconds he had disappeared. My mother and I raced after 

him yelling 'Vic' at the tops of our voices but he had gone for good. We were 

devastated for Vic was part of our lives. Next day we went to the Police Station 

in Upper Street to report the loss of Vic. A sergeant came to the counter and 

listened to my mother's tale of woe. Then he asked to details. Only a few weeks 

before this calamity, poor Vic had suffered a painful mishap which, no doubt, 

had contributed to his nervous state. He had a habit of lying on his stomach with 

his nose over his back. On this occasion he chose to lie just in front of and close 

to the gas cooker when a boiling kettle spurted and a small blob landed on his 

back just where his tail joined his backbone. Poor Vic let out a yelp of anguish 

and dashed into the bedroom to hide under the bed, his favourite sanctuary 

when he was in trouble. I have no doubt he thought he was being punished for 

something he had no recollection of doing and was, understandably, very 

aggrieved and refused to emerge from his place of safety for several hours. 

When he finally appeared, his tail was drooping and revealed a circular scald 

about an inch across on which my mother insisted on rubbing an ointment 

called Zam-Buk, a panacea for all cuts, bruises and scalds according to the 

directions on the label. This caused Vic to become very indignant and resulted 

only in the loss of a disc of black hair revealing a nasty, raw patch. After a few 

days a scab formed and the patch became a reddish brown. It was at this stage 

that Vic left home and my mother and I reported his loss to the Police sergeant 

in Upper Street Police Station. After asking my mother for her name and 
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address and a description of the dog he then asked 'Did he have any peculiar 

distinguishing features that might enable us to identify him from other similar 

dogs?' 'Oh Yes' said my mother 'He had a round brown mark under his tail'. The 

sergeant looked at her in rather a quizzical manner and said 'But I thought all 

dogs had a round brown mark under their tails'. It then dawned on my mother 

that she was falling into a verbal quagmire because several policemen within 

hearing distance started to guffaw. Her face turned red and she remarked 'Oh! 

It doesn't matter' and strutted out of the Police Station. And so we lost our 

beautiful Pomeranian dog! 

Although we were both broken hearted and actually knelt and prayed that Vic 

would come to no harm but would be rescued by kind people who would give 

him a good home, the calamity was probably a blessing in disguise. We had 

been finding it more and more difficult to obtain any sort of food for him and on 

those occasions when the butcher was able to supply us with lights, the smell of 

them cooking was quite nauseating. If we were able to get any bones, my 

mother cooked and cooked them until there was not a trace of nourishment left 

for the dog as it had all been incorporated in a stew using gravy-salt or some 

other piece of war-time culinary art. Food had become very scarce by summer 

of 1917 and I had to wait, sometimes for hours, to obtain any sort of meat. One 

took whatever was available and, if you were late in joining the queue, you were 

lucky to end up with half a sheep’s head; mother said 'Will you leave the brains'! 

My mother became mysteriously unwell in July and August so I did the 

shopping whilst she did the housework as well as she was able. I had no idea 

what was wrong but, afterwards, I realised she had discovered that she was 

pregnant and, in the circumstances, was very upset.  To make things worse, the 

Germans resumed their night raids but this time with aeroplanes and no 

Zeppelins. Being easier, quicker and cheaper to build than the great airships, 

they came over in swarms and seemed to drop heavier or more powerful 

bombs. We found we were spending more time in the crypt of St Peter's Church 

and I was becoming neurotic and started to have hallucinations, especially 

when I became tired. To add to my mother's worries she was advised that I had 

been awarded a scholarship to Lady Owens' School and could go as a border. 
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This information she kept from me for a year or more as she was afraid that I 

might want to leave her and she could not bear the thought of being parted from 

me in those dangerous and anxious times. 

Quite without warning, my mother told me that she had made up her mind to 

return to Winchester. Coincidentally, Uncle Jack came home on leave and, with 

his help, she packed everything and hired a moving firm to transport it to Hyde 

Abbey Road, back to our hirsute landlady and her husband, Walt who was 

working in the building trade and, having embraced Socialism, expounded on 

this and his Anti-Government themes at the slightest provocation. Every 

Saturday evening Mrs Hayes insisted on the Senna pod ritual. Five pods in a 

cup of hot water left for an hour or so and then drunk immediately before going 

to bed. She insisted it kept the bowels in good order and flushed away the 

germs. However, we still caught colds and flu during the epidemic. We again 

occupied the first floor of her house and my mother shared the kitchen with her. 

I was given free run of the garden, most of which was growing vegetables and 

soon discovered a nice girl of my own age living on one side and a very friendly 

teenage boy on the other. The girl was named Gladys and had two sisters and 

a brother who, knowing I was lonely, invited me into their house to play card 

games, solve puzzles and draw pictures. The teenage boy named Reg was 

brought up in the country and took me for long walks, answering all my 

questions about country life and showing me where water voles lived, where to 

see trout and pike in the River Itchen and so many things I hardly knew existed. 

One day, I think in late August, we were at the far end of Nun's Walk, not far 

from Kings Worthy, when a thunder storm broke. I was very frightened of the 

thunder and lightning and dreaded the thought of getting wet but his country law 

came to our aid. He took me to a field where corn had just been cut and stood 

in sheaves. He quickly leaned some sheaves against each other to form an 

extemporaneous tent under which we crawled and lay at full length. Despite a 

heavy fall of rain we emerged, after the storm, completely dry. I was very 

impressed! He told me never to shelter under tall trees but always under 

something low, like our wheatsheaves. 
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Two boys whose fathers worked in an aircraft factory at Yeovil who lived in the 

house on the opposite side of the road and with whom I became friendly also 

took me into the surrounding country and taught me a great deal. They were 

Roy and Clifford Hill, Roy being the elder and somewhat domineering and 

Clifford, or Cliff as he was known, a diffident and shy boy very much dominated 

by his brother. We got on very well together as I was the ignoramus and 

anxious to learn. Oh! How I loved Winchester. Everything was so quiet and 

peaceful. No omnibuses or trams and relatively few motor vehicles and those 

mostly military lorries and Crossley staff cars going to or coming from the 

several large camps in the district. There was, by our standards, plenty of food. 

Butter was scarce but, by walking to Kings Worthy or Easton one could obtain 

as much as one wanted. Milk and coal were still brought to the door, meat could 

be bought at most butchers if one shopped early and smallholders' carts 

brought vegetables, eggs, hares, rabbits and, if ordered, a pheasant. It was 

heaven compared with Islington. There was no fear of air-raids and children 

played freely and without the slightest fear in the parks, streets or countryside. 

In early September, my mother escorted me to Danemark School where Mr 

Elenor enrolled me without the slightest quibble. My friends of 1914 recognised 

me and I soon felt at home. Unfortunately, I had dropped and trodden on my 

spectacles just before restarting school and, as I was placed at the back of the 

class, found great difficulty in seeing the blackboard. Being full of conceit and 

under the impression that glasses made one look 'Cissie' I refused to go with 

my mother to the opticians to be tested for a replacement pair. Our teacher, a 

Miss Travers, had a system of putting the bright children to the front of the class 

and those who were backward to the rear. Although I was at least two classes 

ahead of the other pupils in my class I was placed at the back to share a desk 

with a lad named Bill Arthur who was very backward due to bad eyesight. He 

had only one good eye and the other was useless. However, with his one eye 

he was able to see the blackboard rather better than I with both eyes so that I 

was continually looking at what he had copied from the blackboard and he was 

continually looking at my answers. This soon aroused the interest of our teacher 

who, finding the identical answers in each of our exercise books, accused me of 

cheating. We were taken before Mr Elenor and after lots of questioning he 
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discovered our disabilities. He set me several difficult questions to answer, 

which I did with ease, and instructed that my friend Bill should sit in the front 

row near the blackboard. After his check on my knowledge he wrote a note to 

my mother suggesting she should have me fitted with spectacles. This done I 

was moved up two classes to the 'big boys', leaving my friend Bill behind. 

However, Bill and I remained friends for another 70 years after this and I 

attended his funeral when he died at the age of 83. 

In September 1917, the American troops began to arrive and it was a familiar 

spectacle to see the 'Doughboys' marching from the LSWR station along City 

Road, down North Walls and up to the great hutted camp on Morn Hill. At first it 

seemed only a trickle of men in cow-boy hats and canvas gaiters marching and 

singing 'The Yanks are coming, over there' which we kids soon learned and 

sang with them, thus earning countless packets of Wrigley's Spearmint, Lucky 

Strike cigarettes and tins of Prince Albert tobacco. These American soldiers 

were nice but some that followed seemed to steadily decline in the quality of 

their social behaviour and consequently in popularity. Even so as a whole they 

were extremely generous to the British children and one personal experience 

will serve to illustrate this generosity. In Parchment Street was a small shop 

where the proprietor made sweets. Bulls-eyes and peppermint candy were his 

specialities and he used to throw the hot, soft toffee over a hook on the wall and 

pull it towards him in a big loop which he would twist and again throw it over the 

hook and pull until it was in two patterned strings or ropes about an inch in 

diameter. He then chopped it into individual cushion-shaped sweets which, 

everyone agreed, were delicious to eat. I was standing with my nose pressed to 

his window watching his skilful antics when a drawling voice said, 'Say boy, 

what is that old guy doing'. 'Making toffee and candy', I replied, turning to find an 

American soldier behind me. 'Is it good to eat?' asked the soldier. 'Oh yes! It's 

lovely' I replied. 'Well, why don't you buy some?' he asked. 'I've spent all my 

pocket money'. I said, 'Go, buy some for me'. I went into the shop and asked Mr 

Smith the toffee maker for half a pound, an amount I thought was sufficient for 

one American soldier. When I emerged from the shop clutching the bag of 

bullseyes in one hand and nineteen shillings and four pence in the other, I found 

to my great consternation that my new found American friend had disappeared. 
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I ran along Parchment Street looking in each shop until I reached the High 

Street, then I ran back the whole length of the street, looking to right and left, 

but no sign of the cowboy hat, breeches and gaiters. So I went home to my 

mother and told her the whole story. She consoled me by saying 'I think he 

intended the sweets for you; perhaps he has a boy of his own in America and it 

was like giving sweets to him'. 'But what about all this change?' I asked. 'He 

probably has no idea of the value of English money', she replied, "and thought a 

£1 note was only enough to buy some sweets. I will put it with your savings in 

the Post Office and if you should ever meet him again we will return his 

nineteen shillings and four pence."   I had to be satisfied with this arrangement 

but never forgot that I owed an unknown American soldier this huge sum of 

money which gave a great boost to my savings in the Post Office Savings Bank. 

The early contingents of American soldiers were thus held in high regard by the 

people of Winchester, particularly the ladies and young children. You can 

imagine our horror and sorrow when a train load of troops arrived from 

Southampton in a terribly sick condition. When they tried to march from the 

railway station to the camp, they fell out of ranks and lay writhing on the 

pavement until they became still, as death overcame them. Large army lorries 

came along and the bodies were piled on top of each other in order to remove 

them quickly and keep the story out of the papers. Many people, including the 

children who waited near the station for the usual distribution of Spearmint, 

witnessed this tragedy and wept openly in the streets. I was afterwards 

informed that these troops had crossed the Atlantic in the great White Star liner 

"Olympic" on which the drinking water had been poisoned with arsenic by a 

German spy. Later, the story leaked out that the spy was an American nurse 

with German connections who was subsequently tried and shot at Morn Hill 

camp. I can vouch for this grim incident as I actually saw many soldiers lying on 

the pavement in North Walls when I was going home from the city centre and 

crossed from one side of the street to the other that is from Parchment Street to 

Hyde Abbey Road. I gave these recumbent figures only a casual glance and 

came to the conclusion that they were very tired after their long journey and 

were having a rest. It was only after all the bodies had been cleared that I 

learned from my friends and, later, from remarks I overheard made by grown-
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ups, the details of this sad occurrence. I cannot put a date to this memory as I 

have never seen it revealed in any newspaper or histories of World War I.  

 

My Introduction to Scouting 

My mother and I shared Christmas 1918 with Mr and Mrs Hayes and some of 

their relatives. Needless to say, we had plenty of food as Mrs Hayes had a 

cousin, a Mrs Mould living at Easton who seemed to be in a position to provide 

poultry, hares, rabbits and unlimited supplies of vegetables, provided we walked 

the seven miles of the return journey to fetch them. Oddly enough, we were 

never daunted by this journey as we usually walked 3½ miles out to Easton 

before tea and returned after tea full of dough cake and other results of Mrs 

Mould's culinary art. I had the impression that Mr Mould was employed on the 

great Avington Park estate, then in possession of Sir John Shelley Rolls. Mr 

Mould grew a surplus of splendid vegetables in the garden surrounding his 

thatched cottage at the end of which he had a large chicken house and caged 

run. The rabbits, hares and other choice gifts came, I imagine, from Sir John's 

game keeper; I doubt if Mr Hayes or my mother gave much thought to where 

they originated. This source of supply plus that of a young lady who came to the 

door with a horse and cart loaded with produce from a small-holding meant that 

we were never hungry as we had so often been in London. 

On the 9th December 1917, I was eleven years old and completely recovered 

from the attacks of nerves and hallucinations caused by the air-raids. In fact, I 

managed to join the Boy Scouts, the Wither's Own Troop, the first scout troop to 

be founded in Winchester and given the name of a Captain in the Hampshire 

Regiment who was a great admirer of General Sir Robert Baden Powell. 

Although I was under age and very young compared with the other boys I 

quickly entered into the spirit of the book 'Scouting for Boys' which Baden 

Powell had written not very long before the War which set out the ethical and 

practical guidance designed to produce a 'Good Scout'. During the War we only 

met once a week, on a Thursday evening, in assembly rooms over a public 

house called "The Plume of Feathers". There was no access to the pub! In fact, 
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the entrance to the Scout headquarters was in Upper High Street through a 

door in a battlemented tower attached to the Westgate, inside which was a 

winding staircase up to the assembly rooms, comprising a large anteroom, a 

fine hall, and an annex in which Patrol Leaders met and the Court of Honour 

was held. The pub entrance was in Tower Street. As Captain Withers was on 

active service, we had a deputy Scout master named Mac Sweeney, a short-

sighted and insipid looking little man completely dedicated to scouting. He was 

eccentric in many ways but the boys grew very fond of him, realizing his 

sincerity and anxiety to turn us boys into the model described in 'Scouting for 

Boys'. He was a clerk in a solicitor's office, but be taught us real scouting, 

mostly in the country between Teg Down and Crab Wood. The troop was 

generously provided with a wide range of equipment from band instruments to 

tents, trek cart, heliograph, telescope, and indoor sports and games 

requirements, even a half size billiards table. Most of this had been obtained by 

Captain Withers from the army and his county friends. As time went on and I 

grew older and more developed, I was able to take advantage of all these 

adjuncts to scouting and, in later life, found the experiences provided by the 

Wither's Own Scouts to be extremely useful. 

On March 17th 1918 a great event occurred. My mother gave birth to a little girl, 

my sister Artie. Her christened name was Arthureta because my father was 

convinced that they would have another boy and had instructed my mother to 

call him Arthur after his own name. Being a girl my mother did the best she 

could and concocted Arthureta. Her second name had to be Ellen, this time to 

satisfy my mother's own conceit. Being born on St Patrick's Day seemed to 

require some recognition, so her third name was Patricia and to satisfy my 

vociferous demand for the name of my pretty, blond cousin, she had a fourth 

name of Doris. Arthureta Ellen Patricia Doris Richardson was an extremely 

pretty child and consequently worshipped by everyone. Because of the new 

baby in the house, my nose was put somewhat out of joint and I soon 

developed a much more independent attitude. I spent far more time with other 

boys and girls than I spent at home and leaned less and less upon my mother 

for help and sympathy. My new sister's frightful name was soon abbreviated to 

Artie and Artie she remained for the rest of her life. I was very fond of her but 
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found her something of a nuisance. Everybody's time was devoted to her and 

having, up to that time, been an only and rather cossetted child, I began to feel 

neglected. This unusual experience was, of course, a good thing and forced me 

to rely more on myself and less on my mother. Up to the birth of my sister, I had 

been a "mother's boy". 

It was during this period that the Germans launched their last great offensive of 

the War. My unfortunate father was, as usual, in the thick of it. On the 21st 

March the 2nd Battalion of the Rifle Brigade had been withdrawn to a rest camp 

several miles behind the front line and the Riflemen were relaxing their nerves 

and bodies, feeling completely safe except for the possibility of air attack. On 

the 23rd to their amazement, bullets began to phut, phut round them. Someone 

said, "They must be ours, firing at a Boche 'plane," but they were not! Suddenly 

the bugles began to sound the "Stand to Arms" call and they were informed that 

the Germans were less than two miles down the road and advancing rapidly. 

Swarms of British troops were passing through, in full retreat and the Rifle 

troops were ordered to take up defensive positions to form a cover. Nine Rifle 

Brigade battalions took part in this fight to stem the German advance and, to 

quote my friend Arthur Bryant, "The 7th (Battalion), in the most exposed position 

of all, was all but annihilated, losing on the first day twenty officers and 410 

other ranks." The 2nd (my father's Battalion), lost its 26 year old Colonel Henry 

Peyton as well as eighteen other officers and 437 other ranks". This attempt by 

the Germans to destroy the British was frustrated and defeated by the amazing 

defensive action of the British troops but, in May, the Germans made another 

attempt to break through the French and the Rifles were sent to assist in 

keeping the French army in being.   The 2nd Battalion was chosen for this 

thankless and unwelcome task and, again to quote Arthur Bryant, "At dawn on 

May 27th, holding a front of over two miles, it was subjected to a bombardment 

so intense that by the time the Germans attacked, in smoke so dense as to 

make them completely invisible, half its personnel had been killed or wounded. 

The rest were overwhelmed, twenty six officers and 680 other ranks being 

killed, wounded or taken prisoner. My father was mentioned in despatches for 

his part in this engagement but was sent back to base hospital with a German 
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bullet in his body which, eventually, appeared on his buttock shortly before his 

death some 50 years later. 

My Mother and I knew nothing of my 

father's frightful experiences in the spring of 

1918. She was fully taken up with the new 

baby, making clothes, scrounging nappies, 

buying all the requirements a baby needs, 

including a magnificent perambulator. 

Where it came from I have no idea, but she 

took it to W Gandy a coach builders in 

Parchment street, who repainted it in black 

and green stripes, the colours of the Rifle 

Brigade. Artie, without a doubt was the 

most over-dressed and luxuriously 

transported baby in Winchester. My mother, 

like the mothers of all infants, spent a lot of 

money and time in the local chemists' 

shops but gradually she favoured one in 

particular, Eldred and Inge, opposite the Guildhall in the Broadway. Little did I 

know at that time how this preference was going to influence and shape my 

future life. 

I was concerned with schooling and enjoying myself with the boys in Hyde 

Abbey Road. Our games included tip-cat, marbles, and three-Willows which 

involved taking a running jump and seeing how far one could land up the backs 

of four or more boys bent down, head to tail, with one boy standing upright and 

acting as buffer against a wall. Two teams participated, one bent down and 

acting as "horse", the other jumping, one at a time, on the other's backs until the 

weight caused the "horse" to collapse as all the "riding" team was able to mount 

and held on long enough for the other team to cry out "Three-Willows and a rat-

tat-tat", and then count up to ten. If the front two "riders" were unable to jump far 

enough to reach the boy against the buffer, the final member of the team had 

great difficulty in finding room and had to jump high enough to land on the back 
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of the previous jumper, or cling on the end with his feet off the ground. It sounds 

rather complicated in writing but was really quite simple in practice because the 

boys who formed the horse invariably collapsed from the shock of boys landing 

on their backs or their combined weight if they all made a successful landing. 

We played many street and playground games in those days but not a lot of 

organised games because the means to do so were very scarce. Footballs, 

cricket bats and balls were unobtainable from the shops. My favourite and most 

exciting sport was birds' nesting. The collection of birds' eggs was not then 

regarded as a heinous crime, although we considered it a matter of honour 

never to remove all the eggs. The finding of the nests and identification of 

unusual eggs was tremendous fun and, of course, very educational. We lads 

became very knowledgeable when it came to the habits of birds, the 

appearance of a nest in a tree, hedge, on the ground or in odd places. We 

could, usually, tell at a glance what family or species of bird had built the nest 

and know before we looked inside what sort of eggs we might find. A gold-

crested wren's nest and a cuckoo's egg provided us with enormous excitement 

and the risks involved in returning the eggs provided enormous thrills. These 

risks were not entirely confined to the physical damage which one might suffer 

from falling out of a tree or being scratched to pieces in a mass of brambles. 

The risk of being caught by irate gamekeepers, farmers or landowners when 

trespassing for wild ducks, lapwings, plovers and other such highly prized eggs 

added a sense of adventure to our illicit sport. One particularly thrilling afternoon 

comes to my mind when a boy named Kibble, another named Kill and I set out 

along Nun's Walk to look for eggs in the King's Worthy area. For a while we 

kept to the legal footpath through the Barrow Simmond's Estate where we 

identified a wren's nest built in a ball of hay which, blown from a haystack, had 

lodged in a hawthorn bush. To reach the eggs would have necessitate tearing 

the nest apart, as the bird builds a dome over the cup of the nest leaving only a 

tiny aperture. Joe Kill, a very thoughtful and kind boy decided that this was 

unfair, so the nest was untouched. Further along Nun's Walk we came to a 

chalk pit in which were two derelict cottages. The trees growing in the pit were 

in some cases level with the tops edges of the chalk precipice which enabled us 

to see a pigeon's nest in which were several eggs. At this stage I must explain 

the technique of collecting eggs. All boys wore caps with a loose, bulging crown 
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and it was in this crown that eggs were placed when removed from the nest. Jo 

Kibble climbed the tree and, very precariously, worked his way out to the nest 

which consisted of a few small twigs woven into the end of a thin branch. 

However, he succeeded in removing the two eggs, excusing the removal of 

both by saying that pigeons will keep laying all through summer. As Joe Kill 

already had a pigeon's egg, Kibble and I received one each as our first prize of 

the day. Further on and close to Headbourne Worthy, we found a Dunnock's 

nest in a small bush perched on the edge of the river bank. I reached this by 

putting one foot in the mud by the side of the stream. I managed to safely 

remove three eggs which went into our respective caps but suffered the 

discomfort of a wet foot for the next hour.  

On the other side of a stile was a stream about 8 feet wide running across our 

path and bridged by a plank about a foot wide resting on each bank. This we 

crossed and found ourselves in a grazing meadow through which the main 

stream of the River Itchen was flowing under a railway arch. Here we climbed 

over the railway fence and sat on the parapet over the arch to view a large pike 

amongst the weeds. We dropped stones near to it but it did not move. As we 

got up to move, Kibble said he saw a mallard going down the bank and started 

to look for a nest. In a few seconds we found it and, to our great excitement, 

there were twelve eggs all beautifully warm. We were greedy and each took two 

which joined the other eggs in the bulging crowns of our hats. We then 

wandered into King's Worthy village where we passed some village lads who 

made some remarks which caused us to make an uncouth reply. No fight came 

of it so we entered the gate of a big house where there were masses of 

ornamental shrubs where, we thought, any discerning bird would want to build a 

nest. However, we found nothing and decided it was time to return to 

Winchester. 

As we emerged from the gate we spotted the village policeman striding towards 

us. We at once raced across the road and down behind the iron works where, 

seeing no sign of the policeman, we started to walk. Then, to our horror, he 

suddenly appeared from the other side of the iron works, hoping no doubt, to 

cut us off. Several village boys were with him and we suspected that they had 
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informed him of three strange and evil-looking boys trespassing in the garden of 

the big house. We ran as we had never run before, along the path to Nun's 

Walk. We were nearly at the end of our tether when we reached the plank over 

the stream. The policeman and the boys were close behind us and might have 

caught us as we climbed the stile but Kibble and Kill had a brainwave. As soon 

as the three of us had panted over the plank, they bent down and grabbing the 

end on our side with a superhuman effort, pulled the other end off the far bank 

where it fell with a splash into the stream, just as the policeman was about to 

put his foot on it. He stopped and shook his fist at us while the boys shouted 

and made remarks and one tried to throw a dollop of mud. We three scrambled 

over the stile but I lost my balance, caught my foot on the top rail and fell 

forward onto my face. Kill and Kibble helped me to my feet but by then I had 

egg yolk and blood running down my face. The blood came partly from the 

ducks eggs which were just about ready to hatch and partly from my nose which 

was busted when I fell on my face. After puffing and panting for another half 

mile, we decided we had shaken off our pursuers who, we hoped, were still 

struggling with the bridging plank. I then removed my cap and found inside a 

mess of egg shells, yolk, albumin and two fully formed ducklings. 

It was then, I think, that I gave up birds' nesting and became a staunch 

environmentalist. I tried to remove some of the mess which had flowed down 

onto my jersey, but with little success. The egg mess and blood had dried and 

could not be removed. When I arrived home, my mother spotted the mess on 

my jersey and started to ask awkward questions but the sight of my cap 

produced a berserk reaction and she cuffed me on my right ear with her left 

hand on which was an array of rings with the effect of a knuckle duster. I 

thought my head was fractured and my ears obliterated. It must have been the 

first time she had given me a 'left-swing' for if it had happened on a previous 

occasion I would have remembered it. After this adventure, I concentrated on 

scouting and playing team games, either organised or extempore. 

The Scout Troop had started to meet on three evenings per week, on the first 

occasion to enable the boys to redecorate the interior walls with whitewash. 

This exercise was started in an exemplary manner, the boys arranging a relay 
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system with the brushes. Then a senior scout said his father would lend us the 

spray with which he whitewashed the walls of cow-houses and pig sties. This 

kind offer was gratefully accepted and, almost immediately, led to chaos. We 

were told the lime had to be mixed, first into a smooth paste with a little water, 

then a quantity of sugar had to be stirred in to stop it rubbing off on our clothes 

after it had dried on the walls; then more water was to be added and the final 

mix passed through a fine sieve to remove the bits which might block the spray 

nozzle. Great arguments arose over this procedure and the bucket fell over 

during the course of a tussle between the "expert" and another boy who knew 

better. This led to the landlord of the public house below, Mr Sordes, arriving in 

high dudgeon to complain that stains were spreading over the ceiling of the 

Private Bar. Explaining to him what had happened and why we were mixing 

limewash calmed him down a little but he left in a disgruntled frame of mind 

murmuring words which we were not expected to recognise. We managed to 

get a few pints of the limewash mix through the sieve and safely into the bucket 

and the "expert" started to spray. The method was certainly a great 

improvement on brush work but it required a much greater quantity of limewash 

because a large proportion splashed back from the walls and on to the floor and 

that which reached the walls flowed down and joined the mess on the floor. This 

mess was soon being spread by the boy’s boots until the whole floor was 

dappled with limewash. The "expert" decided that this should be left until it dried 

and then it would "easily brush off". So he transferred his activities to the walls 

of the tower staircase, starting at the top. The other boys who wanted to watch 

soon retreated back into the main room when the limewash began to rain down 

on them. The "expert", blissfully unaware of the extent of this downpour on to 

the stone steps was happily at work when Mr Mac Sweeney arrived; he had not 

been told of this great effort to re-decorate the headquarters as our corporate 

"good turn", and seemed to be unnecessarily agitated. To quote from The Story of 

Scouting in Winchester by Alan Rannie, "The first he knew of this was when he met 

a stream of whitewash on the lower side of the Westgate; it was flowing down 

the stairs and then through the arch!" To our surprise he brought the whole 

operation to a halt and severely castigated the "expert" with a few blistering 

remarks about the "Scouts Honour" and how he had trusted us in his absence 

to behave as Baden Powell had laid down in his book. We felt a little hurt as our 
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intentions were so good and quite shocked when he quoted "The road to Hell is 

paved with good intentions". Two Rover Scouts, apprenticed to the building 

trade, finished the decorations while the others with mops and cloths cleaned 

up the worst of the mess. I think this was the only time I observed 'Mac' to be 

really angry. In the end it had to be admitted that the Headquarters looked 

brighter and cleaner than before this 'good intention' was carried out. 

About this time I was approaching the Westgate from the High Street to attend a 

Scout meeting when soldiers of' the Greenjackets in full battle order and rifles at 

the trail came quick marching through the Westgate arch in columns o f  four. As 

soon as they emerged into the High Street they all fixed swords (bayonets) and 

spread across the road from one pavement to the other, quick marching all the 

time. With rifles held in both hands with the bayonets pointing to the front they 

clattered and slid down the High Street in their hob-nailed boots, pedestrians 

scattering to right and left. I observed all this from the pedestrian passage at the 

side of the Westgate into which I ran on seeing the soldiers. Away they went, at 

140 to the minute, past the Butter Cross and out of sight. No one seemed to 

know what was causing this extraordinary activity until a Scout arrived at the 

Headquarters in a state o f  shock. To our great excitement he told us that a 

large number o f  American troops were fighting in the Cathedral Close and in 

the Broadway. The fight seemed to be between the whites and the blacks but 

he had no idea how it had started. Of course, all the boys wanted to rush down 

the street to see this "fun" but Mac stopped us and would not let us leave until 

our usual time. By then a policeman had mounted guard at the entrance o f  our 

building and as each boy emerged he was asked where he lived and was 

directed by a round-about route well away from the scene of action. I remember 

I was told to go down Sussex Street and along City Road to North Walls and 

Hyde Abbey Road. Some little while afterwards I was told that a black American 

soldier had been seen with a white girl who was supposed to be the particular 

girl friend of a white soldier. The white American was said to have waylaid his 

rival in the Cathedral Close and a fight occurred. The white chap got the worst 

of it and managed to gather a number o f  his friends to seek and punish any 

black man they came across in the town. As it was leave night, the lower part of 

the town was swarming with both blacks and whites, hence the melee. 
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Unfortunately, weapons came into use and it was later reported that several 

bodies were removed from the Close. So many men were involved that it was 

quite beyond the power of our limited Police force to control the very ugly 

situation which arose and so the military were called in and a platoon o f  the 

Rifle Brigade came into action. The contestants then competed with each other 

to see who could retreat the fastest up Magdalen Hill, back to Morn Hill and 

Hagley Down camps. 

Several previous skirmishes had occurred involving Scottish soldiers and 

another, more serious, in which the Police Station, at that time in the Guildhall, 

was attacked and windows in the Guildhall broken when a crowd of singing 

Welshmen decided to rescue a comrade from the cells where he had been 

incarcerated for being drunk and disorderly. These two events occurred when I 

was in London so I was told about them some time afterwards but the stories 

were vouched for by Sargent Cummins of the Winchester City Police Force who 

was involved in all three riots. 

During the summer months of  1918, parts of our school playing field had been 

dug up and utilized for the production o f  vegetables and a very rotund man 

appointed gardening instructor. His name was Mr Miller and he soon became 

extremely popular. He divided the boys into groups and each was allocated a 

patch of ground to cultivate. What was grown was sold, for a few coppers, to the 

growers to take home. I was a little disgruntled because I was not sharing a plot 

with Roy and Clifford Hill, my special friends from Hyde Abbey Road. They with 

several other boys were working an adjoining plot which had already been 

partly planted with potatoes. Several plots away Mr Miller was bending down 

with his ample nether quarters offering a tempting target. Roy Hill was unable to 

resist this temptation, bent down, scooped a small potato from his plot and with 

unerring skill scored a bull's eye. Naturally, Mr Miller sprang to attention, swung 

round and demanded, "Who did that?" Roy Hill, I think in a fit of devilment, 

pointed his finger at me. Mr Miller, who was no fool, apparently had his doubts 

and the incident passed.  Not for me, however, as I was furious with Hill for 

trying to shoulder me with the blame so I told him what a lying .... he was, and 

was immediately challenged to a fight. In the mood I was in at that moment I 
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accepted with apparent enthusiasm but later wondered if I had been wise. Roy 

Hill was a strong country lad who had always been the domineering character at 

games or any pastime we spent together. However, the duelling ground was to 

be the patch of grass inside the Park gate, immediately after school. The word 

soon got round and all the school gathered to see the fun. I must admit that I 

was feeling very nervous and more so when Hill, his brother Clifford and a 

group of boys who obviously thought he would win swaggered through the 

gates and on to the battle ground. It was plain that no one thought much of my 

chances for the only friends I could muster were Bill Arthur, Joe Kill and Eddie 

Kibble. A space was cleared and a ring formed and the rules of the old bare fist 

fights were invoked, i.e. the fight to go on until one or other boy gave up. I tried 

to remember all my father had told me about boxing but could think of only one 

thing; keep going for his nose with your left fist and punch straight from the 

shoulder. So, leading with my left as I had seen him do when winning a 

championship, I bravely moved forwards and was stopped with a blow on the 

forehead but, without realizing it, I had hit him on the nose. He rushed forward 

to annihilate me but received another punch on the nose, or perhaps it was not 

so much a punch as a collision with my fist which I kept held up as far from my 

face as I could reach. I managed to keep off most of his punches with my right 

hand and, more or less, kept my left hand still or with perhaps a little jerk as he 

came within range. After only a few minutes I began to gather confidence, 

especially when his poor nose began to bleed. At the sight of blood, his young 

brother began to yell, "Roy is hurt badly. Give it up Roy". I think at that moment 

my confidence overcame all fears and I went in with both hands. To my utter 

amazement, Hill bent down and refused to fight any more saying "Its not fair, 

your father is a boxer". Then he broke down and cried just as the Headmaster, 

Mr Elenor, came through the gate. He was red in the face with fury, his white 

beard jutting out like the prow of the "Warspite". "Both you young hooligans 

report to me in the morning". I had come out of the fight unexpectedly 

triumphant. All the boys came to my side and escorted me home. I was not hurt 

in any way with not a mark on my face so I had to give no explanation to my 

mother. Even so, I thought I had better tell her in case someone else gave her 

the news. All she said was "You're as bad as your father". From then on I heard 

nothing more about it. Next morning, the school assembled for the usual hymn 
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and prayers at the end of which, instead of dispersing to the various 

classrooms, the children were told to remain standing. The Headmaster then 

called out the names of Hill and Richardson and we reluctantly walked to the 

rostrum on which he was standing. First he addressed us together by asking 

"Who started this disgusting behaviour?". Neither of us answered but looked 

steadily at our feet. He then addressed Roy Hill by asking him "Hill! What was 

this trouble all about?". Hill dipped his head still lower and murmured, "Nothing, 

sir". "Do you mean to tell me that you had a fight about nothing". "Yes Sir". He 

then addressed me with the same question, "Richardson! What was this trouble 

all about?" "It was something that happened in the garden." I replied. I think Mr 

Miller must have briefed the Headmaster before this interrogation for, instead of 

asking more questions, he turned furiously on Roy and said, "You answered 

'nothing' Hill, but it was something that happened in the garden. Is that so?" Roy 

sheepishly hung his head and Mr Elenor went on, "You lied when you answered 

'nothing' and I am going to punish you for lying. Bend down!" He gave Roy six 

thwacks across his tightly stretched breeches and then told us both to return to 

our places. Roy Hill and his brother looked hatred at me and we never again 

spoke to each other. 

 

The End Of World War 1 

My father had suffered seven wounds and the last one kept him for several 

months in a base hospital near Le Havre. He came home during the first week 

in November having completed 21 years in the Rifle Brigade. He had joined in 

1897 to fight in the Boer War but saw little fighting as he was invalided home 

with enteric fever, although he received the Queen's medal for taking part in this 

miserable affair. He made up for his disappointing performance in the Boer War 

by his four years on continuous active service, taking part in most of the great 

battles fought by the British army in France and Flanders. He had been 

awarded the Military Cross, had been twice “Mentioned in Despatches” and was 

now home on leave to receive his Long Service and Good Conduct medals. He 

was ordered to report to the Rifle Depot in Romsey Road at 11.30 on the 
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morning of the 11th November, and asked me to accompany him. We walked 

along Parchment Street to the High Street and found a large and very excited 

crowd outside the office of the Hampshire Chronicle. As we arrived, a notice 

was put up in the window saying that an Armistice had been declared and all 

fighting had ceased. My father showed no great sign of emotion and I hardly 

appreciated the full significance of this statement, so we walked up the hill and 

through the Westgate to the Barracks. By this time, people were beginning to 

cheer and a few flags were being displayed by the shops. The ceremony was 

performed by a very senior officer in front of the Orderly Room archway, on the 

Barracks square. I was very disappointed. I quite thought King George V would 

be there to present the medals as there were several other recipients. No bands 

and very little ceremony seemed an extremely inadequate reward for all he had 

suffered. He seemed quite pleased because, I think he said, it would add 

another shilling a day to his pension. 

He was not required to return to France but received a transfer to the Depot 

with several other survivors of the 2nd Battalion. One particular friend was 

R.S.M Jim Jury who, soon after the presentation of medals, committed suicide 

by throwing himself from the highest window in the barrack block. Another 

R.S.M blew out his brains in the latrine. Needless to say, my father was greatly 

upset by these tragedies and, within a week or so, was sent to a hospital at 

Newton Abbot which was established to deal with neurasthenic soldiers who 

maintained their nerve during the fighting but had to endure the most frightful 

mental distress when it was all over. He was kept at Newton Abbott all through 

the 1918/19 winter and returned in the spring to a job which had been found for 

him at the Records Office. The male staff were almost entirely ex-riflemen, 

several from his old 1st Battalion of which few had seen any fighting. In the 

meantime, my mother and Mrs Hayes our landlady were having quarrels, mostly 

because of the problems created by a young baby in the house. As a result of 

this we had a sudden move of lodgings from one side of Hyde Abbey Road to 

the other. This time to the house of a widow, a Mrs Williamson who had a son of 

seventeen and a daughter of fifteen. These three were very kind and friendly 

and did their best to make our stay in their house as pleasant as possible but, 

being very restricted for space, the Richardson family was far from comfortable 
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or happy. My poor wretched father started to drink heavily at this time and spent 

more time in the Fulflood Arms than he did at home. He favoured this particular 

public house because he had an old 1st Battalion friend living close by with a 

similar inclination to drink and who was a pal of the landlord. My mother spent a 

great deal of her time pushing Artie in her perambulator from one house agent 

to another, trying to rent a house in which we could live on our own. She 

became almost frantic in her desire to obtain a house for she realized that we 

were all separately unhappy in our cramped lodgings and that this was a great 

encouragement and justification for my father to spend more and more time in 

pubs. 

It was at this time that my mother told me of the scholarship I had been 

awarded to Lady Owens' School in London and both my father and mother tried 

to persuade me to go. But I hated London and had no desire to return, even to 

improve my education which, after all, was only of elementary standard 

although I naturally thought it was quite adequate having no thoughts or 

ambitions for the future. So I stayed at Danemark and was nearly always top of 

my class. At about this time a very competent and qualified teacher returned 

from the army and took over the class. His name was W. J. Ryle BA who 

arrived with a reputation for being very strict. Who spread this rumour? I have 

no idea but he looked most amiable when he arrived. A short, tubby man he 

strolled towards the school dressed in a navy-blue suit with his hands stuffed 

into his trouser pockets, his bowler hat on the back of his head and with his lips 

pursed. As he came nearer we could hear he was whistling. None of us was 

ever able to identify the tune that William J. Ryle B.A whistled. It was a series of 

notes quite haphazardly strung together which varied only according to the 

mood he was in. As we became more familiar with his whistling we were able to 

detect whether he was approachable or in a dangerous mood. The reputation 

which had preceded him was largely correct. He was strict but this strictness 

was tempered with justice and kindness. We all became very fond of him and 

he was quickly nick-named "Jimmy", his second name being James. Every 

scholar had occasion to be grateful for his return to humble Danemark instead 

of the university post to which he had been invited. He was, essentially, a 

mathematician but his knowledge ranged far and wide over the field of learning 
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and even the dullest scholar learned a lot from Jimmy's teachings. Because I 

showed an aptitude for mathematics he soon began to take a special interest in 

my work and gave me separate lessons in algebra and geometry. He, like the 

other teachers, was also a Wesleyan and to our way of thinking very religious. 

Although I had been a choirboy for a few months before we left London, I had 

no religious tendencies. My mother insisted that I attended St Bartholomew's 

Sunday school and went to Hyde Church on Sundays but I never became really 

interested in religious affairs and often wondered what God was up to by 

treating my wonderful father so unkindly. 

As I previously mentioned, the Williamsons were as kind as they could be and 

Len, the son who worked for the catering firm Salters, once provided me with a 

particularly thrilling day on a steam wagon. Salters conveyed all their tents, 

cooking equipment and catering requirements around the district in a Wallis and 

Stevens steam wagon for which Len Williamson was the steersman and 

fireman, a combined post on a road wagon. The driver was responsible for 

three levers; the gear lever, the throttle and the brake. Steering was the 

responsibility of the fireman, usually a young man, who sat on the nearside of 

the driving cabin and manipulated a wheel with a vertical handle on the rim 

which he turned clockwise to turn the nose of the engine to the right and anti-

clockwise to persuade it to go left. The gearing of the steering was very low so 

he had to wind like fury to steer the monster round a right-angle bend. My friend 

Len had to exert all his energy and strength when negotiating the streets and 

traffic in towns but had a comfortable time on the traffic less country roads. 

Wallis and Stevens' wagons ran on solid rubber tyres with very rudimentary 

springing of the wheels. This provided a very uncomfortable ride over rough 

roads but on this occasion the journey was on the reasonably smooth road to 

Basingstoke for the manufacturers to make some adjustments to the 

mechanism. The driver stood at his controls towards the right offside of the 

driving cab. This left room for me on his left between him and Len who had the 

luxury of sitting. After we had passed through Kings Worthy the road 

straightened and the driver asked me if I felt like steering. I was greatly thrilled 

by this sign of trust and quite confident that I could do what I had seen Len 

doing. So we changed places, the driver saying to Len "Keep your eye on him". 
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He then released the brake, eased the throttle and the engine began to huff and 

puff. The flywheel above my head started to spin and the crankshaft, which was 

visible, revolved in rhythm with the puffing noise. The driver then pushed the 

gear lever forward and, in top gear, we spun along at a spanking twelve miles 

an hour until we reached a rise in the road when the huffing and puffing slowed 

down and the speed dropped. Although I allowed the engine to wander during 

my first ten minutes or so of taking over my responsible job I soon mastered the 

technique of moving the steering wheel which moved the front wheels and axle 

by means of a stout chain on which there was always a certain amount of slack 

which had to be taken up before the steering began to function. I was ecstatic 

with pride and pleasure at being able to carry out this very adult task. 

We made steady progress until we reached the end of East Stratton Park where 

there was a small pond by the side of the road. Here the engine was brought to 

a halt, a heavy rubber pipe was produced and the brass end screwed to a 

nozzle protruding from a tank under the boiler. To the other end was fitted a 

round cage somewhat similar to the fencing masks I had seen in the 

gymnasium at the barracks. It was explained to me that this was a strainer to 

prevent bits of unwanted material from being sucked up by the pipe. This cage 

was gently lowered into the pond, a pump was then operated and our water 

tank was refilled. It was then the turn of Len to take over the steering as we 

were soon to reach the hills on the outskirts of Basingstoke and, in particular, 

the descent of Kempshott Hill with a fairly steep bend at the bottom. The factory 

and workshops of Wallis and Stevens were close to the L & S.W.R railway 

station so, while the work on our engine was being carried out, the driver, Len 

and I sat on a seat outside the station to eat our lunch of sandwiches which we 

had brought with us. After filling in the rest of the time by watching the many 

trains arriving and departing from Basingstoke we commenced our return 

journey at 3 o'clock, chuffed very slowly up Kempshott Hill and then along at all 

of twelve miles an hour until we stopped, as on the outward journey, at the little 

pond near East Stratton to top up our water tank. This time, instead of steering I 

was put to the arduous task of stoking. On several occasions I had to be 

reminded that it was the fire that kept the engine working and I would 

shamefacedly shovel coal into the fire-box. Fortunately, only a small shovel was 
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needed on this road engine but it had to be used quite frequently and provided 

me with plenty of exercise. On arriving in Winchester the speed had to be 

reduced as we steamed into Hyde Street, down North Walls, along Eastgate 

Street and Chesil Street to Bar End where we turned into a yard on the 

Highcliffe Estate, then in a state of construction, to Salter's warehouse and the 

shed which housed our gallant engine. I considered this day to be one of the 

most satisfying and exciting I had ever spent. 

A few days after this great adventure I helped to push a trek cart to Crawley 

village where, by the church, the Wither's Own Scouts were allowed to camp. It 

was August Bank Holiday week-end and those scouts who had started to work, 

many at 13, could only stay until Monday evening but the rest of us stayed for 

the whole week. This was my first experience of real camping and I was very 

much a tenderfoot. I was not the only novice as no camping had been permitted 

during the War so this was an initiation for most of the younger scouts. Our 

cooking, such as it was, was over a camp fire of sticks which had to be 

gathered in a copse about half a mile beyond the village. This meant that each 

patrol took it is turns to gather fuel. We were given very strict instructions not to 

remove live branches from the trees or bushes but only to pick up fallen wood 

or remove dead branches which we could cut off with an axe that formed part of 

the troop's camping equipment. Our own little scout axes, rather like 

tomahawks, were too light and blunt to make much of an impression on the 

branches that we thought deserved our attention. One boy, bigger than the rest 

decided he must be the axeman but wielded the big axe with more enthusiasm 

than skill. Swinging it back over his shoulder to give the branch a mighty blow, 

the axe head separated from the dried and shrunken shaft and flew backwards 

hitting the head of an unfortunate boy who was watching. He suffered a nasty 

cut and had to be rushed in a car to the hospital in Winchester and arrived back 

at the camp with his head swathed in bandages and reeking of antiseptic. 

On the following day, which was a Sunday, several more boys arrived at the 

camp on bicycles. One small boy had borrowed his sister's new and very shiny 

bike which he informed us had cost a lot of money and was very precious. His 

sister had been very reluctant to let him borrow it and made him promise that he 
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would ride it very carefully. This he did for he was a naturally gentle and careful 

boy. Although it was a girl's bike, it was greatly admired by the boys because it 

was fitted with a 3-speed gear, something of a great luxury at that time. 

Needless to say they clamoured to try this exceptional velocipede and, after a 

great deal of persuasion, several boys were permitted to ride it for a few yards 

in the field. One boy, more persistent than the rest, asked if he could take it out 

onto the road which ran alongside the camping field. "For just a very short way," 

was granted, not knowing this lad had never before been on a bicycle. He 

mounted, with the aid of two friends, and wobbled away, over the crest of the 

hill which ran through the village. He then lost his nerve and at ever increasing 

speed flew down the hill past the Fox and Hounds straight for the duck pond at 

the bottom of the village. As he approached the pond he swerved to the left 

where a series of large stones, spaced several feet apart, marked the boundary 

of a cottage. He hit the first stone, flew over the handlebars and landed, head 

first, on the next stone. As the villagers were then returning from church several 

rushed to his aid and a doctor who lived in the village was summoned. To the 

shocked surprise of everyone present, the doctor pronounced the boy dead. I 

was back at the camp but remember the local policeman striding up to the fire 

where several of us were trying to prepare a meal, and demanding to see the 

Scoutmaster to whom he broke the news. The lad who had reluctantly allowed 

the victim of the accident to ride the precious bicycle, rushed off with several 

friends, in a great state of consternation, to look for his sister's bike. He found 

the crumpled remains at the foot of the hill. The front wheel was buckled, the 

forks broken and the frame twisted. He came back to camp with the various bits 

and pieces, all quite useless, with tears streaming down his face, not I am sure 

in sympathy for the poor unfortunate victim of the accident but in fear of what 

might happen when he arrived home. We were all duly sympathetic but, being 

young, we did not appreciate the significance of death so much as that of the 

smashed bicycle. I have no knowledge of the final outcome of this unfortunate 

episode but I remember marching with the whole Wither's Own Troop on the 

following Sunday to Crawley to attend the memorial service. 

In the first week of September, my mother came home from shopping in great 

excitement. She had called at Tanner's Estate Agency in Jewry Street on her 
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usual quest for a home and Jack Tanner had told 

her of a house to let in North Walls, nearly 

opposite the entrance to Parchment Street. It was 

a small terrace house with three bedrooms, a front 

sitting room, a living room, kitchen and scullery. 

The lavatory was built into the house but was only 

accessible from the garden but, for those days, it 

was quite modern with a wash-down closet and a 

very noisy cistern operated by a chain with an oval 

pulling handle. We were all delighted and quickly 

moved in. My parents occupied the front bedroom 

in which my baby sister slept in a cot. I occupied 

the tiny bedroom at the rear which was over the scullery annex and lavatory. It 

had a tiny fireplace built into the chimney from the copper in the scullery. To me 

it was luxury and quite cosy when a fire was burning in the tiny grate.   At last 

the luck of the Richardson’s seemed to have changed. My father was happily 

employed at the Records Office but, more important, he decided to take an 

interest in gardening and soon had me helping him to dig the small garden at 

the rear of the house. He bought the "Smallholder" to learn all about the 

growing of vegetables and how to keep chickens and soon set about building a 

chicken run, having ordered a pre-fabricated chicken house he saw advertised 

in this very popular publication. I helped to nail and screw it together and give it 

a coat of green paint. It was provided with nesting boxes of the latest design 

which projected from the rear of the house and had hinged sloping roofs which 

could be lifted to reveal the nests and give access to the eggs, if any. He then 

obtained half a dozen young pullets and a cockerel, all about six weeks old, 

which were cherished and pampered like champion racehorses. I had to go to 

Giffords, the corn merchants, to buy straw at 2d per very large sack. I was 

allowed to gather the loose straw from their loft in St George's Street and I 

stuffed it in as tightly as I could. The sack was so large it stood higher than me 

when I had gathered a good measure for my tuppence. Then I had to buy 71bs 

of mixed corn from their shop in the High Street. As I could not manage to 

collect both errands at the same time, I was compelled to make two trips every 

week to satisfy my father's idea of what chickens needed to make them 
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comfortable and make them lay. Then there was shell and grit and patent egg 

laying meal which, by our standards, was very expensive. Had the economics of 

the enterprise been worked out I fancy my mother would have decided it was 

very much less expensive to buy eggs from the local dairy in North Walls. 

Fortunately, no one troubled to do the necessary calculations and my father 

was so enjoying the change from soldiering it would have been unkind and 

unwise to have spoiled his fun. As it greatly reduced his urge to visit the pubs 

the cost was probably paid for by the saving he made on his lower consumption 

of beer. 

So enamoured did he become with his efforts at smallholding he decided to rent 

an allotment. This was situated at the top of the hill which climbed from 

Stockbridge Road to Romsey road and Chilbolton Avenue. Our allotment was 

about fifty yards from the boundary of West Downs School playing field and 

when my father took it over it was virgin down-land covered with coarse turf 

previously used only for grazing of sheep. He persuaded me to dig and break 

up the turf which, we found, consisted entirely of couch grass with string-like 

roots which extended through the topsoil to the chalk which was about six 

inches below the surface. It turned out to be a back breaking and thankless 

task. We followed the directions provided by the "Smallholder", and trenched 

our 10 rods of awful soil from end to end to a depth of 18 inches, which meant 

cutting into the hard chalk to a depth of about 12 inches. 

Christmas 1919 was very memorable to me, for my father bought me my first 

bicycle, an ex-army machine of pre-war vintage with a 3-speed gear. It was 

heavily coated with green paint and was really too big for me. With the saddle at 

its lowest my feet did not reach the pedals but I became expert at straddling the 

bar and could successfully propel it, at quite high speeds, on level ground or 

downhill. Hills were a problem, for each pedal was beyond the reach of my foot 

when it was at the lowest point of its revolution and, for a second, I could not 

apply power with the result that the bike travelled slower and slower until I was 

compelled to fall off. I could not dismount with dignity, in the usual manner as I 

could not hoist my right leg over the saddle. In town I usually managed to reach 

the kerb on which, if it was high enough, I could place my left foot and by 
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leaning the bike towards me I could lift my right leg over, but in the country I 

usually fell off. This first occurred within a week of receiving my treasure. 

Another boy with a bicycle suggested a ride to Easton. I set off with a thrilling 

sense of adventure and successfully rode through Chesil Street to Bar End and 

then into Easton Lane. Gaily we peddled along with me rocking from right to left 

and back again, scraping my crotch on the top bar as I pressed down one pedal 

until out of reach and then swaying over to push down the other. Then we came 

to our first hill. It was quite steep and I only succeeded in reaching about half 

way when the bike would go no further and, inevitably, I fell off. This time, the 

fall was out of control and I went over on my right side. Although I cut my knee 

and my right hand was in some pain, I was only concerned about my beautiful 

bike. I stood it up on its wheels and optimistically thought it was undamaged but 

found, when I went to revolve the crank to check the chain that it was jammed 

against the rear forks and could not be moved. I was devastated and dreaded to 

think what my father would say, having spent 10 shillings on the purchase of 

this great luxury. Sadly my friend and I turned back and, both pushing our 

bicycles, walked back to Winchester.. At the end of Chesil Street we came to 

Chisnell's Garage into which, in desperation, I pushed my bike. A kindly 

mechanic approached and asked me what was wrong, at which tears began to 

flow down my cheeks as I confessed that I had no money but my bicycle was 

damaged. He gave one look at the crank, went to his tool bench, selected a 

hammer and a wrench. He gave the crank a couple of taps with the hammer to 

release its grip on the rear forks and, clamping the wrench on to the pedal he 

levered it back to its original shape, handed the bike back to me and said, "All 

right sonny! You can ride it now". I thanked him profusely as I rested it against 

the kerb so that I could hoist my leg over the bar and, swaying from side to side 

as I reached for each pedal, we set off home to North Walls. I never told father 

of the mishap but it seemed that, in those days, when the majority of people 

were hard-up, folks were more kind and generous to each other than is the 

general attitude today. 

At school I was making appreciable progress with the kind assistance of William 

J Ryle who informed me that we must aim for the Matriculation examination. I 

must admit that, at that time, I could see very little merit in this ambition. Most of 
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my school friends were sons of manual workers and studying seemed an 

unnecessary and futile chore. An examination was held for the purpose of 

awarding scholarships to Peter Symonds' Grammar School. A few weeks after 

the examination I was summoned to the headmaster's room where he informed 

me that I had been given high marks but, at thirteen, I was too old to be 

awarded a scholarship. He then informed me that a new class was to be 

created at Danemark School which was to be run in an entirely different manner 

to those of the elementary school and employing new methods of education. He 

had put my name at the head of the list for this class whose first teacher would 

be William James Ryle. I was delighted as I had no wish to leave my friends 

and go to a strange school, whatever prospects it might offer. Particularly bright 

children from all the elementary schools in Winchester were put forward by their 

teachers to join this experiment in a new style of education. It was a mixed class 

but the boys occupied one half of the hall and the girls the other. Most lessons 

were conducted by "Jimmy" but geography and the Christian religion by Mr 

Elenor, the Headmaster. A Mr Smith, who was very unpopular with the boys 

because of his relentless use of the cane, taught us music and instructed us 

how to sing. Despite his unpopularity, he managed to train us to sing extremely 

well, individually and collectively, the latter in harmony. We soon had 

respectable cricket and soccer teams and the girls played netball quite 

successfully. 

In short, 1920 was very happy until a Lord Gedded suggested extensive cuts in 

the Civil Service and other services to boost the rapidly declining economy of 

the United Kingdom. My father, having only recently joined the staff of the 

Greenjacket's Records Office, was one of the first to go and the Richardson 

family was plunged into gloom. We now had to rely on his meagre army pension 

and the unemployment dole of ten shillings (50p) per week. I have no idea what 

his income totalled but I soon realized that we had to be extremely careful as 

every penny counted. My mother was a very good manager, cook and needle 

woman so my sister and I were never hungry or badly dressed but, I must 

admit, I became rather tired of my mother's suit styles and longed for one from 

the shops. Poor mum, she saved up and bought me a suit from Sherriff and 

Ward's emporium in the High Street. It looked very smart for a week or so but, 
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unlike mum's suits, it soon looked shabby. In the latter part of 1920, my father 

was informed of the formation of the 'B' Special Constabulary in Northern 

Ireland and that sergeant instructors were urgently needed. He applied and was 

immediately accepted and we lost him once again. My mother was left with my 

sister and me to bring up. 

I am afraid I was of little help to her as I was deeply involved with the Boy 

Scouts as I was by now a Patrol Leader and carried away with enthusiasm. The 

acting Scoutmaster Mac Sweeny had made me senior Patrol Leader and I was 

allowed to take the troop to camp in the school field at Headbourne Worthy. By 

this time I had had some success at boxing and rather fancied my luck; in fact I 

was full of confidence brought on, no doubt, by conceit as I seemed able to 

beat anyone my own age or even older and heavier. I was never any good at 

cricket but was always chosen to play on the right wing at soccer, not because 

of my skill but because I was a good runner and, once I had the ball, I could 

race down the field with it. This usually ended with me centering the ball with 

none of our own team in a position to receive it. But no one seemed to worry 

about such technical details. Ours was mostly a kick and run game. Only one 

boy showed any real proficiency; his name was Reginald Shepherd whose 

father owned a bakers shop in St Johns Street. He was not permitted to 

become a Boy Scout and so made a serious study of the game of football, 

hence his skill and knowledge as compared with us more humble players. 

In the Scouts I passed my Second Class badge and then, as part of my First 

Class tests, I had to spend a period, I think a month, under canvas. This I did, 

on my own except at week-ends when one or two boys would join me and share 

my ex-army bell tent at Headbourne Worthy. When I commenced this self-

imposed task in late October, the conditions were not seriously uncomfortable 

but towards the end of my required test period the weather became extremely 

wet and cold. On one occasion I was unable to ignite a fire to provide me with 

heat and some hot cocoa so, with my last match I managed to ignite a tin of 

Cherry Blossom shoe polish which burned like a methylated spirit stove over 

which I was able to heat some water in a mess tin and provide myself with a hot 

drink before cycling to Winchester and school. I clearly remember "Jimmy" Ryle 
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asking me if I was unwell as my appearance was somewhat unkempt and I was 

apparently looking pale. I told him what I was doing and he immediately sent me 

home to dry off and smarten up. 

Fortunately, I only had two more nights of camping towards the camping test 

but still had not passed my swimming test. Winchester had no indoor swimming 

pool in those days. The only public facilities for bathing and swimming were 

both in fenced off sections of the River Itchen, one in the North Walls recreation 

ground and the other at Bull Drove in Gamier Road. In both, the water was 

exceedingly cold, especially in November when I hoped to pass my final test to 

qualify as a First Class Scout. I dreaded the thought of jumping (I could not 

dive) into the icy water and swimming the length of the bath, very slowly by 

breast stroke. I was a very poor swimmer and seemed to spend more time 

completely submerged and swallowing the Itchen than I spent gallantly 

ploughing my way through the billowy waves. However, I was lucky. The father 

of one of my friends, Ivor Boult, was in charge of the North Walls bath and had 

been charged with the task of conducting the swimming test for me and several 

other aspiring First Class Scouts. He was an extremely kind gentleman and 

having previously observed my feeble efforts in the water he concentrated on 

getting me safely from one end of the pool to the other. He heated a large kettle 

of water over a Primus stove in his hut, explaining that he would pour the boiling 

water into the river and the current would take it from one end of the pool to the 

other. He would tell me to jump in and then I was to swim as hard as I could to 

keep in the warm pocket of water. This I did, to the best of my feeble ability, but 

never seemed to catch up with the warm water. How I survived I will never know 

for I am sure I was unconscious for most of the way and was swept along by the 

current. Mr Boult pulled me out at the end, wrapped me in a towel and took me 

into his warm hut where the other boys were waiting and shivering. We all 

dressed as quickly as our numbed limbs would permit and were each given a 

cup of tea by dear Mr Boult. He then signed all our certificates to say we had 

successfully carried out our swimming tests and I duly became a First Class 

Scout with a Fleur de Lys and Scroll on my left arm, surrounded by proficiency 

badges some of which I had earned quite legitimately and some I had wangled. 

With a Patrol Leader badge and a piece of leopard's skin (presented by Captain 
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Withers) in my hat and a First Class badge on my arm, I was really amongst the 

elite of the Withers Own Troup. My next endeavour was to become a King's 

Scout, but this was all hard work as I was never able to wangle anything! 

Christmas 1920 was quite a cheerful occasion as my father was given leave 

from Northern Ireland and my Uncle Jack came to stay with us at North Walls. 

He gave me five shillings with which I bought front and rear oil lamps for my 

bicycle. Another sixpence from my mother bought me a can of burning oil and I 

was set up for night riding. There was, of course, very little motor traffic on the 

roads in those days and cycling was relatively safe by day or night. I almost 

lived on my bike. If my father asked me to cross North Walls to Perry’s, the 

newspaper shop, for his Tit Bits or John Bull, I had to mount my bicycle and 

cycle a matter of 50 yards. I used to take it to pieces down to the ball bearings, 

having a natural aptitude for mechanics. If I looked at anything mechanical I 

could see at a glance how it worked and was never afraid to dismantle any 

mechanical apparatus and, if broken, to repair or replace broken or defective 

parts, but I made a mistake when I decided to disembowel my 3 speed hub. I 

had no idea it was so complicated with the result that I got it to pieces but could 

not quite reassemble all the bits. I was desperate, for I was deprived of the use 

of my bike. I would not admit to my parents or friends that I had saddled myself 

with this awful predicament and, in desperation, I carried the wheel up to 

Dominey's Cycle Shop in Jewry Street and asked the very pleasant mechanic 

how much he would charge to reassemble the gears. He quoted something 

astronomical like five shillings which was quite beyond my means. However, 

luck was on my side as he asked if I would like to sell my wheel as he was 

looking for a 3-speed hub. This gave me an inspiration and I asked if he would 

be prepared to give me an ordinary wheel in exchange for my geared wheel. 

After some discussion on the relative values of both wheels, this was agreed 

and I returned home with a brand new and very shiny new wheel, albeit only 

one gear instead of three. I did not trouble to tell my father of this wonderful deal 

for I was sure he knew nothing about the mechanics of bicycles as, of course, 

all parents were quite ignorant of such things and he would probably have 

criticised and said I had got the worst of the deal. 
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I just could not resist taking things to pieces to discover how they worked. In 

general, I was able to restore them to their working condition and only 

occasionally came a cropper and messed things up. I soon found out all there 

was to know about a free-wheel on a bicycle and successfully dismantled and 

re-assembled it to gain the Scout Cyclists Badge. During the spring of 1921 a 

group of Scouts who were fortunate enough to own or borrow a bicycle were 

taken on 'discovery' rides under the leadership of Acting Scoutmaster Mac 

Sweeney. He had a wide knowledge of natural history and archaeology and 

taught us a great deal without us realizing that we had learnt anything until later 

in life when we could proudly give names to plants and trees and point out to 

others where sea shells could be found in the gravel at Ampfield of where the 

Celts defended their land against invaders in their great forts on St Catherine's 

Hill and Danebury Ring. Even now that I am over eighty I realize I still rely on 

the knowledge learned from "Old Mac" to solve some of the minor problems of 

life, like tying shoe laces, lighting a bon-fire, finding the direction of the North 

Pole without a compass by day or night, erecting runner-bean sticks so that 

they don't fall down in a wind and many tasks which are so simple and yet can 

be carried out so much more successfully with the little extra knowledge 

unconsciously imparted by that "short sighted and insipid looking little man". 

"The Story of Scouting in Winchester" by Alan Rannie records the following 

historical event. "The final fling of the Wither's Own was an expedition to Stokes 

Bay near Gosport where they slept in a barn for a week and saw the sights of 

Portsmouth. Five of them (led by P/L S. Richardson) pushed the trek-cart the 

whole distance of 25 miles each way. It was a gallant finish to the twelve year 

career of the Troop. Incidentally, they wore the strip of leopard’s skin in their 

hats till the last." This bare account is not quite correct and, although it is 68 

years ago, I still remember some of the details. At the time the boys of the 

Wither's Own had no idea that "the powers that be", intended to "revive" 

scouting in Winchester which, amongst other things, involved the dissolution of 

our beloved troop and the retirement of "Old Mac". I therefore had no 

compunction in asking Mac for the use of the troop's trek-cart for a week. When 

I explained my plan, he readily agreed and with four other boys from Beaver 

Patrol, Alec Dobson (Second), Bill Arthur, George Woodman and Johnny 
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Coates, I planned the great adventure. I wrote to the Scoutmaster of the Stokes 

Bay Troop, explaining what I had in mind and asking if he could arrange 

facilities for pitching our old bell tent, and having a fire for cooking purposes and 

the creation or use of a latrine. By return of post I was informed that we would 

be welcome on his farm at Stokes Bay, now long gone. 

We packed our tent, Dixies, ground sheets, blankets and all we imagined we 

would need in the course of this great adventure and set off on the Portsmouth 

Road to Fareham. We had no map so navigation was entirely by compass in a 

south-east direction. We set off with great enthusiasm and at a vigorous pace 

along St Cross Road, down the Twyford Turning, two pulling on the shaft, two 

pulling on two ropes fitted to rings on the axle and one pushing behind. Every 

few miles we changed places but, after about seven miles we all felt very tired 

and, in the region of Marwell Lodge, we pulled the trek cart into the side of the 

road and squatted on the verge and had some of the food and drink provided by 

our mothers. Just as we got to our feet to resume our arduous journey, an old 

and decrepit lorry came towards us from the direction of Fisher's Pond. As it 

pulled out to pass us, it stopped and the driver asked us if we were in trouble. 

We assured him we were only tired. When he asked us where we were making 

for and we told him Fareham, he shook his head and said that we would never 

make it. He then had a brain wave and said, as he was taking a load of corn to 

Wickham, he would give us a tow. He let down the tail board of the lorry and 

instructed us to sit side by side. He then gave the shaft bar to the three in the 

middle and the ropes to the others on each side. The old lorry started with a jerk 

and we were nearly pitched into the road but we hung on and off we went at a 

spanking twenty miles an hour. 

The ride was extremely rough as the lorry had solid tyres and very rudimentary 

springs but we decided that it was better than walking and pulling the heavy 

trek-cart. We must have broken all records for towing a trek-cart and seemed to 

arrive in Wickham in no time at all. Originally we had planned to camp near 

Wickham overnight but as it was barely afternoon, we decided to press on. Just 

outside Wickham we found a signpost pointing to Fareham. We thought we had 

nearly finished our journey and almost broke into a gallop but the hills soon 
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slowed us down. When we reached the outskirts of Fareham we were delighted 

with what seemed a fairly easy journey but, on enquiring the way to Stokes Bay 

we were astounded to learn that it was another six miles on the other side of 

Gosport. It was then that I looked up the Scoutmaster's address and, sure 

enough, it was Gosport, a place I had hardly heard of before we started our 

terrible journey, for terrible it now seemed. 

We plodded on, fortunately on level ground for there were no hills and we were 

able to keep close to the tramway which ran from Fareham to Gosport. It was 

about 9 pm when we arrived at the farm and then found we were not expected 

until the following day. However, the wife of the Scoutmaster quickly found us 

some food and cocoa whilst he prepared the loft over his stable in which, he 

told us, we could stay overnight. We slept on a thick layer of straw over which 

we had spread our ground sheets and blankets and, needless to say, slept like 

logs. Next morning he climbed up into the loft to tell us that breakfast was ready 

in the kitchen. From then on we were treated as members of their family. We 

had planned to pitch our tent in some suitable place, light a fire and cook the 

eggs, bacon and potatoes our respective mothers had packed for us. Not a bit 

of it; our five days at Gosport (unfortunately I cannot remember the name of the 

Scoutmaster) were spent in relative luxury with soft sleeping in the loft, plenty of 

good food and a lavatory in the stable yard with neatly cut-up newspaper 

squares threaded on a wire loop hanging from the wall. We had never imagined 

such splendid conditions for our "camp". 

During the course of our stay we explored Gosport and crossed on the ferry to 

Portsmouth and Southsea where we spent some of our money on the machines 

on South Parade Pier. On the Friday before we left to hike back to Winchester, 

we walked into Gosport to buy the Scoutmaster's wife a present. What it was I 

cannot remember, but it was bought in a tiny shop at the end of the main 

shopping street where most of the goods for sale were second hand. We were 

certain we had bought a wonderful bargain and it was received as though it was 

the one thing she had desired. How I wish I could remember what it was! We 

set off very early on Saturday morning with food, apples and lemonade provided 

by our very kind hosts and reached Wickham about mid-day. We found a seat 
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in the square on which we sat to have our lunch, hoping, all the time to set eyes 

on our friend the lorry driver. No such luck! So on we toiled up the steep hill to 

Shedfield, through Waltham Chase and on to Bishops Waltham where we were 

cheered to see our first signpost to Winchester. By this time we were all 

exhausted so we pulled the trek-cart into a field amongst some trees. We 

decided not to erect the tent because it would be rather conspicuous and we did 

not wish to be evicted by an irate farmer or set upon by his dogs. We thought it 

best to lay two of our groundsheets under the cart and use the other three as 

drapes. We were afraid to light a fire so we ate the last of the apples, crawled 

under the cart and lying very close together, we went to sleep. Nothing 

disturbed us. No farmer or his dog appeared and, to our satisfaction, we had a 

good excuse not to wash as there was no water. We set off refreshed and in 

high spirits but the hike from Upham to Twyford was very tiring although mostly 

level. We stopped at Fishers Pond, quite a wild spot in those days, and ate the 

remains of our food which we washed down with a large bottle of lemonade 

bought for 2d from a little sweet shop near the junction of the road to Botley. We 

returned the bottle for which we received 2d and began the long walk through 

Colden Common to Twyford. 

On the Winchester side of Twyford by Hockley Down we stopped to paddle our 

hot feet in the water of the Itchen canal. From there it seemed only a short 

distance to Winchester but it involved pulling and pushing the trek-cart up the 

High Street from Southgate Street to the "Plume of Feathers" yard by the side 

of the Westgate. This was almost the last straw and poor George Woodman, 

the smallest member of our party', was almost reduced to tears by exhaustion 

and the pain of his feet. I took him home with me, for he lived in Twyford and we 

had, in fact, passed his house but he gallantly insisted on helping to return the 

trek-cart to the yard from which it was never again used by Boy Scouts but, I 

believe, became the property of a painter and decorator. I took "Woody" back to 

Twyford on the "step" of my bicycle the following morning. The step was a 

threaded tube about 4 inches long, which screwed on to the offside end of the 

rear wheel spindle. By putting the right foot on this "step", the left knee on the 

carrier and grasping the shoulders of the cyclist with both hands, it was possible 
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to travel for several miles before pain in the right foot or left knee caused the 

passenger to alight. 

This "final fling of the Withers Own" marked a turning point in my life, quite 

unexpected before arriving home from the Stokes Bay adventure. That evening 

my mother informed me that I was to start an apprenticeship in a chemists' shop 

on the 3rd September, 1921 which was only a fortnight away. She explained 

that she was buying things for my little sister in a chemist's shop in the 

Broadway named Eldred and Inge and was served by a strange, but very nice 

gentleman who told her he had just purchased the shop from Mr Percy Inge and 

would be taking over on the 3rd September. He then went on to say that he 

would like to take on an apprentice who he could train to become a pharmacist. 

My mother immediately informed him that she had a son of school-leaving age 

(14 in those days), who was away Scouting but would be back in time to start 

on the day the business changed hands. 

The "strange but very nice gentleman" had already installed a large and 

expensive glass-fronted board over the shop front which proclaimed that Albert 

Smith, MPS was a Qualified Dispensing Chemist from Messrs Savory and 

Moore of London. On a dark green background the letters were beautifully sign-

written in gold-leaf, an obvious indication that Albert Smith Esquire was a 

considerable cut above the average breed of chemist. In appearance, he was 

tall, slim and somewhat languid with an acquired pseudo-refined accent, and he 

dressed in a high stiff collar with a correct grey tie, black jacket with striped 

trousers and very shiny black shoes. His hair was firmly fixed to his head with 

Anzora Hair Cream and he was never seen in the street without his Homburg 

hat and silver-mounted Malacca walking stick. From his house at the top of 

Cranworth Road he strode to and from 155 High Street looking straight ahead 

until he spotted a customer he recognised when he would doff his Homburg 

with a flourish and direct a slight bow in his direction. The bow would depend 

very much on the social or business status of the person concerned. During the 

week before I was due to start my "apprenticeship" he paid an unexpected visit 

to our house in North Walls in order, no doubt, to see what he was taking on 

and discuss terms of service. I would be paid six shillings per week and, in lieu 
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of a premium payment for indentures, I would be expected to clean the 

windows, brush out the shop and generally help keep the place clean, wash the 

measures, run errands and deliver urgent medicines to customers for which 

purpose I must provide my own bicycle and, when not doing these other duties, 

I must don a clean and starched long white coat to cover my shabby clothes. In 

return (and in my spare time) I would receive instruction on the arts and crafts of 

the apothecary and would be encouraged and helped to attend evening classes 

in those subjects necessary to pass the various examinations which, if I was 

clever enough, would culminate in the qualifying examination of the 

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. My mother readily agreed and so I was 

launched on my career. 

Mr Percy Inge had passed examinations which enabled him to practice dentistry 

and optics as well as pharmacy. Consequently, the premises comprised a 

chemists shop, dispensary, consulting room, packing room, store and wash 

house on the ground floor with a dental surgery, waiting room, mechanics 

workshop and a sight-testing room on the first floor with extensive stores in the 

rear and at attic level. As Percy's younger brother Harry had passed the 

necessary examinations to become a Fellow of the Spectacle Makers Company 

and of the British Optical Association he ran the optical side of the business 

whilst Percy practiced dentistry and Eldred, a qualified chemist, was intended to 

run the chemists' shop. Unfortunately, Eldred became ill with tuberculosis and 

was recommended by a specialist to live in a warm climate. This advice he 

followed by moving to East Africa where, soon after his arrival, he came face to 

face with a lion, had a severe heart attack and died. The chemists business was 

then run by a Mr Joe Wright who had studied to qualify as a chemist and 

druggist but was conscripted into the army in 1915 and fought in the tragic 

Dardanelles campaign and the rest of the war in Palestine and Mesopotamia. 

He was an extremely competent chemist, far better than Albert Smith, but as he 

was not qualified he was legally banned from being a manager or running his 

own dispensing business. When the Act was brought into force which controlled 

the practice of dentistry Percy Inge was compelled to relinquish the chemists 

and opticians business and his qualifications in order to confine his practice to 

dentistry. This involved moving to other premises, hence the sale of 155 High 
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Street to Albert Smith and the move by Percy and Harry Inge to City Road. 

When I first entered 155 High Street the dental and optical rooms were already 

vacated but, having been used up to the last minute, were still fully furnished 

and equipped for their purpose but were kept locked for several weeks until 

workmen with a pantechnicon arrived to cart everything away. 

How I hated my apprenticeship. I soon realised that I had been taken on to save 

the cost of a cleaner and errand boy. For weeks I did little more than clean 

windows, brush and scrub floors, wash out measures, mortars and pill 

machines, deliver bottles of medicine as far as Twyford and Shawford and 

chase round the town borrowing from other chemists goods that Albert Smith 

had forgotten to order. The other chemists, Hunt, Wride, Arden, Murray and 

Gibb often asked if we stocked anything in our shop as I was always on the 

'cadge'. However, I came to know these other chemists very well and without 

exception found them kind and generous. Mr Barrett in Hunt & Co and 

Heathcote Wride were at times a little peppery but I was generally treated very 

well. It was Joe Wright who alleviated my misery and gradually taught me the 

art of dispensing and many other things as he was extremely knowledgeable 

and erudite. Albert did nothing but wait for customers. If they were poor decrepit 

creatures with a National Health or Club prescription in their hands he would 

call Mr Wright from the dispensary to attend to their wants as though he was 

afraid of being contaminated by the lower order of homosapiens. If, however, 

they were smart and well-dressed he would rush forward with an unctuous, 

"And what can I do for you, Madam (or Sir?)". I never once heard Joe Wright 

swear but there were occasions when the expression on his face suggested to 

me that he had remembered some of the descriptive words he had heard whilst 

serving in the Army. 

A young lady also worked in the shop. She was primarily concerned with the 

packing of certain proprietary medicines and toilet goods which had been 

introduced by the late Mr Eldred. In those days all medicines whose formula 

was secret had to carry a Patent Medicine Stamp. These were sold at the 

General Post Office in Parchment Street to the value of 3d, 6d and Is (12d, now 

5p). The 3d stamp was used to seal a bottle or carton of medicine of Is in value, 
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thus increasing the price to l/3d; the 6d stamp sealed a container of 3/0d in 

value, and the 1/- stamp was affixed to a 5/- pack. They were not gummed and 

were stuck on with a solution of acacia gum, the preparation of which became 

one of my first pharmaceutical tasks. The name of the young lady I cannot 

remember as I had very little to do with her and I must admit that I did not like 

her. She adopted a very superior attitude which was accentuated by an aquiline 

face and a long sharp nose. This latter appendage she kept pointing upwards, 

especially when she talked to me. She was very efficient at her work for which 

Albert Smith paid her a pound a week. On Saturdays when the shop became 

very busy she was called from her packing and stamping to serve behind the 

counter, wearing her starched white coat of course! 

During my first nine months of apprenticeship I was exasperated by the feeling 

that I had learned nothing and I could see no prospect of learning anything, but 

Joe Wright persuaded me to start home study working on the prospectus of the 

College of Preceptors, the passing of whose examination was the preliminary 

entrance to the series which culminated in the Qualifying Examination of the 

Pharmaceutical Society. I obtained general knowledge text books from a shop 

in Parchment Street which specialized in second hand books and was run by a 

very elderly gentleman named Mr Fleet. I only had to tell him my requirements 

and in a couple of days he would have my books waiting for me and never at a 

higher price than sixpence each. Then it was suggested I should attend the 

evening classes held at Peter Symonds' School with a view to obtaining the 

certificate of the Royal Society of Arts in elementary English, Mathematics, 

Science, Art and French. The first four subjects presented no great difficulties; 

in fact, I was given a distinction for art although I only drew a small part of the 

wild rose given me as a model by the examiner. French was very difficult but I 

scraped through and received my first academic certificate through the post. 

In the meantime and for my only relaxation I concentrated on Scouting. 

Following the re-organisation of the Scout Movement in Winchester, a new 

troop was formed in the parish of Hyde designated 8th Winchester with 

headquarters in Hyde Parish Hall and the Winchester Director of Education Mr 

Cox as Scoutmaster. As it had no Assistant Scoutmaster and I was too young 
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for the job they created a rank of Troop Leader or Senior Patrol Leader. As Mr 

Cox was unable to attend all the parades because of his professional duties and 

educational meetings I was often left in charge with the task of licking this new 

troop into shape. Fortunately, several of the Patrol Leaders were with me in the 

Withers' Own and, by the end of the 1921-22 winter, we had reason to be proud 

of our efforts. Because of my enthusiasm for fighting one on our earliest 

acquisitions was a set of boxing gloves which my father managed to obtain from 

the Rifle Depot. With these and training given by my father, we soon had the 

reputation for being the Boxing Troop. In May of 1922 when the Chamber of 

Commerce staged a 'Shopping Week' the Scouts of Winchester gave a series 

of displays at the old Corn Exchange, then serving as the Regent Cinema but 

now the Public Library in Jewry Street. Our success as we won all our matches 

led to a request for further displays and for the use of our headquarters at Hyde 

as a training place for a heavyweight who aspired to become a champion. 

Note; this represents the end of the memoirs written by Stanley Richardson. 

The following additions are from notes and articles that he had written 

previously. 

 

My Three Years in the Gold Coast 

In 1928 at the age of 21 I passed my qualifying examinations to become a 

pharmaceutical chemist and ophthalmic optician. I was offered £3 per week to 

manage a busy pharmacy in Winchester but I found employment in Fleet as a 

dispenser and occasional locum pharmacist at £4. I had been working there for 

about a month when I saw an advertisement in the Pharmaceutical Journal for: 

A qualified pharmacist required for service in a British colony, First Class paid 

passage, free bungalow, 18 month tour, 3 months leave on full pay, £370 per 

year. I applied for the post to the African & Eastern Trading Corporation, later 

the United Africa Company, and found that it was in Ashanti on the Gold Coast, 

now known as Ghana. My mother was horrified when I told her but my father 

who was out of work at the time and knew that I was having difficulty finding a 

permanent post said: Go on, son, have a go. It is better to die with a full 
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stomach than to die of starvation. So I went and worked in Ashanti for 3 

years!The whole of west Africa from Senegal to the Congo was known as The 

White Man's Grave because of the large number of white men who died in this 

part of Africa, sometimes only landing for a few hours from a visiting ship. 

These deaths were mainly caused by infections from insect bites and stings and 

the unhygienic living conditions, although the natives were not particularly 

welcoming because of the cruel 

slave trade that had been 

developed along this coast 

originally by white men, although 

it was later developed particularly 

by Arabs. 

I left for the Gold Coast in July 

1928 on the Elder Dempster ship 

'Apapa' from Liverpool. I had been 

injected with almost every known 

antidote to tropical diseases. I was 

told that common causes of death 

were malaria, blackwater, typhoid, 

yellow and enteric fevers as well 

as septicaemia, dysentery and 

other simple causes such as 

snake bite or the sting of a scorpion or a poisonous spider such as a tarantula. 

Attacks by wild animals were rare but I was warned to be careful near any water 

as the crocodiles were particularly ferocious. No white man, it seemed, had ever 

been known to die from natural causes and certainly not from old age. I was 

very seasick on the voyage, even 

though I had a First Class State 

Room. We called at Freetown in 

Sierra Leone and Monrovia in Liberia 

before reaching the Gold Coast where 

we called first at Secondi before Accra 

where I was to land by surfboat. I was 
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too frightened to be sick as 8 men with paddles 

and a steersman chanting a verse took us 

towards the shore. As we approached the shore 

the waves became higher and the paddles went 

hell for leather until we were caught by a huge 

wave and planed like a surfboard with the foam 

crest hissing along on either side until we hit the 

beach. I was carried ashore by a muscular Kru-

boy but I only had 2/-- left for a tip, having 

excessively tipped cabin, deck, table, bar and 

games stewards on the 'Apapa' and I thought 

that he was about to throw me back into the sea 

when I heard a voice say "You must be Richardson"! I was taken to a pleasant 

bungalow on the outskirts of Accra which was shared by four white employees 

of the African & Eastern Trading Corporation. Darkness arrived suddenly at 

7pm and dinner was austere after the luxury of the ship but it was a pleasant 

meal until a scorpion arrived which was killed by my steward-boy Kofie who 1 

paid 15/- (75p) a month. I was kept awake that night under my mosquito net by 

cicadas, frogs and other things crawling in the night, as well as by drums; I 

wondered if the natives were cannibals! 

I was awakened by my steward-

boy with a cup of tea and a 

segmented orange at 6.30am, just 

as dawn was breaking. I was taken 

to Kingsway Drug Store and given 

the job of dispensing until 8.30am 

when I returned to the bungalow for 

a shave and breakfast, then back 

at the shop at 9.30am. The chemist's store had stacks of extraordinary 

medicines, mostly with 'piles' rather than 'pills' written in large letters on their 

labels; piles for stomach, piles for chest, piles for head, etc.! I had no chance to 

see Accra or even the customers as I was confined to the dispensary. I did not 

care for other members of the staff who seemed to think that I was the dogs-
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body provided to do all the jobs that they particularly disliked and all the most 

difficult dispensing. However, at the end of a 

fortnight I was promoted and told that I was to 

take over the management of a store in Kumasi, 

the capital of Ashanti. I could not understand why 

I should be chosen for promotion when there 

were three other qualified chemists, all senior to 

me. I travelled to Kumasi by narrow gauge 

railway through the rain forest where I saw with 

great wonder and awe the enormous cotton 

wood, teak and mahogany trees with huge 

buttresses at the bases of their trunks to 

strengthen them against the winds of the tropical 

storms and tornados. The journey took eight hours and my lunch was put on the 

train in a chop basket; my steward-boy came from his Native Class coach to my 

European Class coach to serve my lunch when we stopped at stations. I was 

wearing a white drill suit with long trousers and, when I felt an itch on my knee, I 

saw a large fly which I squashed with a quick smack and found that the palm of 

my hand and the knee of my trousers were covered with blood; it was a tsetse 

fly which had been sucking my blood through my trousers and was bloated! 

I arrived at Kumasi to find a large party waiting for me on the platform. There 

were so few white men in Kumasi at that time that every new arrival was met 

and given a party; it was an excuse for boozing! I did not drink, particularly the 

lime juice laced with whisky which they favoured but which I thought horrible. I 

found that I was taking over from an alcoholic suffering from advanced DTs. He 

was a loathsome New Zealander called Sanders who kept me from sleeping 

properly for three weeks, entering my room, moaning and groaning, shouting at 

invisible steward-boys and swearing at the cook who was 200 yards away in his 

hut! This was the most miserable three weeks of my life but all things, good or 

bad, eventually come to an end and, after the New Zealander had gone, I 

began to live again. 
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I found Kumasi rather less 

hot than Accra and, with roads radiating in four 

directions, it was an ideal centre from which to 

explore Ashanti. I spent £20 on a cheap motor-

cycle called a Bradshaw with a peculiar oil-cooled 

engine. The first time that I plucked up sufficient courage to venture out into the 

'bush' the clutch gave up the ghost about 12 miles from Kumasi and I had to 

beg a lift in a native lorry. Several boys jumped out and hoisted the bike into the 

lorry whilst room was made for me beside the driver. I made him stop the lorry 

about 100 yards from my home, which was over a store, so that I should not be 

seen riding with the natives. I soon got rid of that motor-cycle and bought 

another, an AJS which was more reliable, and I began to explore which was 

easier on a motor cycle than in a car. 

I visited the small Ashanti villages and I found that the people that I met were 

quite pleasant, and the women even permitted me to take photographs of them 

preparing froufrou which they beat into a yellow coloured paste in a large mortar 

carved out of a solid log of mahogany using a long two-handed pestle. In most 

cases the women had picanninies strapped to their backs and wore coloured 

cloths which they either wove themselves or bought from the stores run by the 

African & Eastern Trading Corporation. They usually sang whilst they pounded 

the mortars while the men lounged in the shade of a tree and helped by joining 

in the chorus. 
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I enjoyed travelling about and 

seeing the unusual 

sights of West Africa. 

Once, near a village 

called Mampong, I was 

taken to a place in the 

forest where there was 

a great outcrop of rock 

surrounded by huge 

trees and where the 

sun hardly penetrated the dense layer of foliage about 150 feet above. My 

guide, the village chief, showed me a great flat rock with another resting on it in 

such a way that it formed a long low 

arch with a gap about 2 feet high and 

about 20 feet across like a huge 

mouth to a cave. The chief spoke to a 

boy who had followed us and he ran 

off, returning with a chicken. The 

chief took the chicken and broke it's 

neck, and then held it upside down 

with it's wings still fluttering. I moved 

forward to see what was going to 

happen but the chief waved me back 

and, at that moment, I saw why; on 

the flat rock had appeared what 

looked like an enormous dragon, it's 

tail still hidden within the cave. He 

threw the chicken towards this 

terrifying creature which snapped it 

up in a flash and then sat perfectly 

still gazing at me before it started to 

chew it up and to eventually swallow 

it. I managed to take one photograph showing the dragon with the chicken in it's 

mouth.Kiti-krachi was a place of the Ju-Ju devils with white stones covered with 
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permanently fresh and wet blood. There were weird noises behind great 

curtains hiding the entrance to a cave containing millions of bats. The cave was 

eventually blown up as there was everywhere in West Africa a dread of the Ju-

Ju men or witch doctors and the curses that they could cast. I saw several 

examples of the effects of curses. A man used to come into my store who was 

very seriously deformed. He walked with his body twisted round like a 

corkscrew and his face pointing up to the sky. I thought that it was a very bad 

case of arthritis but my chief clerk told me that the man had been cursed by a 

Ju-Ju man. The Ju-Ju man had been hired by the man's brother who said that 

he had cheated him out of his cocoa farm. His claim had been rejected by a 

magistrate so that he could not recover ownership. The Ju-Ju man, in his 

wisdom, told the brother that he could not get the farm back but he could pass a 

curse which would prevent the man from ever seeing or working on the land. 

This he did and, within a week, the accused man became so completely twisted 

that, although not blind, he had to be led about by a small boy. 

 

My Return to Winchester 

In 1931 I returned to Winchester and opened a chemist's shop at 48 Andover 

Road, a very convenient site as customers with cars could stop in Victoria Road 

beside the shop. Takings averaged only £5 per week for the first nine months 

and it was very hard, but then I was discovered by some of the local doctors 
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which led to a boom in dispensing but it also brought people into the shop. I 

took on an assistant and then a second after I had been in business for about a 

year, but it was still several years before I was able to build up the business to a 

comfortable level. During this period my main relaxation was singing with the 

Winchester Amateur Operatic Society, mainly the operas of Gilbert and 

Sullivan, and it was here that I met the soprano Phyllis Spire who became my 

wife in 1933. 

In 1934 my shop was visited by a man who asked whether I was the tree expert 

Stanley Richardson who he had seen mentioned in a book about the trees of 

the Gold Coast. He seemed rather upset when I explained that I was indeed the 

Stanley Richardson in the book but I was not an expert on trees and my 

involvement had been only to help the author of the book by taking photographs 

and making drawings. He asked whether I could 'dispense' a rather strange 

'prescription', a mixture of paradichlorbenzene, cedar wood oil, and soft soap. 

He explained that it had been developed by Professor Lefroy of Imperial 

College to treat Death Watch beetle in the roof of Westminster Great Hall, and 

he wanted to use it for similar treatment in the roof of Winchester Cathedral. 

They needed 20 gallons per week and I rented a garage behind the Eagle Hotel 

in which to manufacture it. I was very worried that the mixture was rather toxic 

but, when Mr Webb arrived who was due to use the mixture, he seemed 

unconcerned as he had been using it without serious difficulty for several years. 

Unfortunately he ignored my warning and, when I enquired because he had not 

collected any of the mixture for several weeks, I discovered that he had died! 

The Cathedral architect T D Atkinson decided that the remaining mixture should 

be applied with care and that I should then study the Death Watch beetle in the 

Cathedral to see whether I could develop a safer and more effective treatment. I 

cooperated with Dr Ronald Fisher of the government Forest Products Research 

Laboratory in my studies of the beetle and with Dr Coyne of I.C.I, on the 

development of a new treatment based on chlornaphthalene wax. 
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This marked the commencement of a new career in the chemical preservation 

of ancient buildings. In the early part of 1935 I wrote a paper on my preliminary 

work and the new chemicals that I was using and in a matter of weeks I was 

overwhelmed with orders for the chemical and requests for supervision of 

treatment in a number of churches and 

cathedrals. As I could only mix my 

formula in the evenings after closing the 

shop or on Sundays I became desperate 

as I had no capital and dare not risk 

employing more staff as it might have 

been just a 'flash in the pan'. I certainly 

could not leave my pharmacy to manufacture the treatment I had evolved and I 

prayed for a solution to my problem. My prayer was soon answered when 

Bertram Starling appeared at the garage where I was mixing the treatment and, 

when I told him of my problems, he volunteered to help. Within a month he 

inherited £500 from an old aunt which he offered to put into a joint limited 

company and Richardson & Starling Limited was formed in July 1935. The 

product was named 'Anobol' as the insects that it was designed to kill belonged 

to a family of beetles knowns as Anobiids; for example the Common Furniture 

beetle or Woodworm is Anobium punctatum. Unfortunately a firm called Abol 

Limited objected to our choice of name as they claimed that it could be 

confused with their products under the Abol name, but it was suggested by the 

Cathedral that, as our product was protecting the Cathedral, it should be named 

after William of Wykeham. 'Wykamol' was registered and remains in use to this 

day.  
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During my study of the Death Watch beetle I found that they could remain in 

wood, usually oak or chestnut, for up to 10 years in the larval or grub stage 

before emerging for mating as adult beetles. As the larvae often burrowed 9 or 

10 inches below the surface of the 

wood it was necessary to devise special 

means for reaching them with the killing fluid. 

This could only be done by drilling and 

injecting under high pressure. As we did not 

want the drilled holes to be conspicuous they 

were 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter, the same size as the beetle exit holes. 1 

designed a tapered nozzle and many were made by a Mr Smith in a small 

workshop in Cranworth Road. A Mr Hayter, a builder in Andover Road, carried 

out some of the first work using the new treatment and equipment. A large 

demand soon developed and I was forced to engage and train staff to ensure 

that the treatment was correctly applied. As time went on and new discoveries 

were made it became necessary to modify both the formula and the methods of 

application. Dr Fisher who I have mentioned before suggested that the beetle 

needed some fungal decay in the wood before it could attack. At the time I 

disputed this as I had some pieces of attacked wood which had no sign of 

decay but, with the invention of the electron microscope years later we 

discovered that fungus was present which was invisible under a light 

microscope. Because of this the formula had to be modified to add a fungicide; I 

used barium naphthenate for this purpose, another chemical which had never 

been previously used for a wood treatment. During the years from 1934 to 1939 

we moved several times to accommodate this expansion. The garage in Swan 

Lane was followed by an old ice works in Middle Brook Street, a larger works in 

Swan Lane and eventually we bought Welsh's Brewery at 21 Hyde Street as a 
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factory in which to manufacture our treatment and as a base for our staff who 

were applying the treatment in buildings throughout the country. We also had a 

second smaller company called Viv Pharmaceuticals Limited which had been 

established originally to manufacture a product called Viv which was an extract 

of Horse Chestnut which was used for the treatment of varicose veins. 

In 1939 the war came and would have ruined us but for the intervention of the 

Ministry of Food who took over most of our works for the storage of emergency 

foodstuffs and soap, leaving us with one small part in which to try to carry on. 

Starling took over the Victoria Road end of the factory to which he moved his 

Winton Laundry which was very busy with Government washing contracts. 

Being a steam laundry vast quantities of steam were generated but most of it 

was wasted after it had been used to heat the calenders and ironing machines. 

When we heard that production at 

Vickers Armstrong at Eastleigh and 

Hursley was held up through lack of 

distilled water I constructed a very 

efficient still out of some old Wykamol 

drums and we produced many 

thousands of gallons of distilled water 

which, when mixed with ethylene 

glycol, went into the cooling systems of all Spitfires sent into the air during the 

rest of the war, i.e. from 1940 to 1945. We thus became registered as 

manufacturers for the Ministry of Aircraft Production! During the war we also 

manufactured night lights and Shatterproof a chlorinated rubber varnish which 

was applied to windows to stop them breaking into sharp shards under bomb 

blasts. 

Towards the end of the war Starling left Richardson & Starling Limited as he 

wanted his money back in order to buy a motor business. I was delighted to be 

able to run it on my own and, following an announcement in the papers of his 

resignation, I was asked to carry out the treatment of Chichester Cathedral. 

Within a month of the end of the war in Europe I signed on two discharged 

paratroopers and two commandos and we started the work. The publicity that 
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this created brought in other big orders and, on 1st January 1946, I sold the 

chemist and optician business and concentrated entirely on the study and 

treatment of timber deterioration. 

Being a pioneer and having evolved entirely new methods and materials for 

preserving and protecting buildings against insects and fungal decay, I received 

many invitations to lecture on my biological discoveries and chemical 

applications. A lecture in Cambridge to the British Wood Preserving Association 

in 1957 resulted in me being awarded a Fellowship of the Institute of Wood 

Science. Soon after this I was elected a Fellow of the Entomological Society 

where I first showed a film that I had made on the life history and habits of the 

Death Watch beetle. Later I was invited to lecture at North Carolina State 

University and Duke University in the United States, then twice to the Gordon 

Conferences in New England, as well as at the Metropolitan Museum in New 

York, Tokyo University, Moscow University, the Universities of Irkutsk and 

Novosibirsk in Siberia, 

the National University in 

Canberra, Australia and 

many other places. My 

wife generally 

accompanied me and we 

visited a total of 65 

different countries with 

many of the visits 

subsidised or paid for in 

return for a lecture or film show. Richardson & Starling Limited grew to a fair 

sized company and eventually became a public company S. A. Richardson 

Limited with nine subsidiaries and a separate company in France. In 1978 it 

succumbed to a take-over bid and so I lost my company and my job. Although I 

was already 71 years old it was not completely ended as I became a Member of 

the Council for the Care of Churches and an Examiner for the Institute of Wood 

Science, and people still ask my advice! 
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An addendum by Clive Richardson (Stanley’s younger son): 

Dad’s passion for Scouting was passed on to both my brother, Barry, and I; Dad 

with the Withers Own (presumably the 1st Winchester) then the 8th Winchester 

in Hyde Abbey, my brother was a member of the Peter Symonds School Troop, 

which was then designated the 1st Winchester. I originally joined Scouting whilst 

at boarding school with the 16th Odiham, Lord Wandsworth College, Junior 

House Troop) and later when my son joined Cubs and then Scouts when we 

moved to Weeke in Winchester, which had become the 1st Winchester following 

the closure of the Peter Symonds Group and subsequently the amalgamation of 

the Crawley, Sparsholt and Weeke Scout Groups.  

The Scout Association has always struggled to recruit adult assistance, as you 

can tell from my Dad’s reminisces and during one of their recruitment 

campaigns I became an Assistant Scout Leader, of one of the most active 

Scout Troops in Winchester, at the time and ultimately their Group Scout 

Leader. I remained as a Leader at the Group for 14 or 15 years and ultimately 

was awarded my Chief Scout’s Commendation for good service on the 1st 

October 1997 when I retired from Scouting, after 14 or 15 years, as a Venture 

Scout Leader on the amalgamation of all the Winchester Venture Scout Units 

into a single District Unit. During this time I accumulated 3 sets of “Wood beads” 

indicating that I had completed all the training required of a Scout Leader, 

Group Scout Leader and Venture Scout Leader. I held Scouting certification to 

take Scouts: Climbing, Caving and Hill Walking in areas with which I was 

familiar. I hope Dad would have appreciated his legacy. 

Up until his death, Dad, was very supportive of my Scouting, helping me with 

the funding for the equipment I needed as a Scout Leader, who accompanied 

his Scouts to their various activities: climbing, caving, backpacking, 

photography expeditions; in addition to camping in: Hampshire, Sussex, Dorset, 

Devon, Herefordshire and Cumbria every Easter for many years; in snow and 

shine; where we used to share with the Lord Mayor Treloar’s School Scout 

Troop which comprised mainly boys with some form of disability or illness. A 

fantastic opportunity to use and adapt some of our skills to give others 

experiences that they would otherwise miss; abseiling someone in a “Ministry” 
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wheel chair is a challenge never to be missed; a night hike with 4 wheel chair 

users around Tarn Howes in Cumbria when the paths have been washed away, 

similarly; closely eclipsing, a 5 mile hike along the western shore of Lake 

Windermere! We all gained so much from helping these boys and all learned 

that they have the same interests and appetites as the rest of us. 

What is missing from Dad’s account; is probably my most fixed memory of my 

“Dad”, which was his cinematography, which began whilst he was in West 

Africa, when he purchased by mail order a Pathé 9.5mm cine film kit from 

France. I cannot remember seeing any of his African films, the film stock 

available then was cellulose based and apart from a tendency to spontaneously 

ignite, became very brittle and broke up. I have however inherited some of his 

still photos which are included with this text. 

I can remember Dad using all sorts of cameras, which he bought from a long 

gone dealer / pawnbroker(?) in Southampton, which, if I remember correctly, 

from accompanying him, was in the St. Mary’s area; where all the surrounding 

buildings had been demolished. 

Dad was a President of the 

Winchester Photographic Society and 

in latter years was President and 

host, on Friday evenings, to the “Ciné 

Club” of the WPS at the Richardson 

and Starling premises in Hyde Street, 

Winchester, and their many “outings” 

to: the Abbotsbury Swannery, RHS 

Wisley, Stourhead Gardens, Longleat 

Safari Park, cruising on the Thames both from Reading and to Greenwich and 

the Cutty Sark. Many of these outings were opened to R&S employees as well 

especially if a coach had to filled; often a Doug Jones, Bedford, Duple, from 

North Drive, Littleton and then Taylors Coaches from Sutton Scotney. 

I could never afford cinematography but have always been a keen 

photographer. With Dad’s encouragement when he introduced me to 
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photography at the age of 8 in 1956 with a Kodak Baby Brownie and as soon as 

the film was finished, an introduction to the darkroom; where I listened to the 

"fumbling and mumbling" which was an integral part of developing films until the 

Paterson Developing Tank - System 4 was introduced in 1968 (and was still 

available in 2007). 

The next evening the negatives (black and white in those days) were printed 

and I experienced for the first time, the magic, of seeing an image appear on a 

plain piece of paper, in a dish of clear liquid under the red glow of a “safe-light”! 

That was it…Clive was hooked! That experience has remained with me ever 

since and even in today's digital world: one of my favourite pastimes would be 

traditional black and white printing, "if only there were more hours in the day 

and more days in the week"! 

 

 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/clive_richardson/7568937622/in/set-72157630573230388
http://website.lineone.net/~mauricefisher/Paterson/Tank%20pics/Paterson%20Dev.%20Tanks.html#anchorS4

